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Sommaire
Dans cette thèse on considère le problème de cyclicité finie des graphiques les plus
génériques passant par un point singulier de codimension 3 de type elliptique ou
selle. On donne des théorèmes de cyclicité finie pour plusieurs tels graphiques
dans des fmilles Cm de champs de vecteurs. Dans plusieurs cas nos résultats
sont indépendants de la codimension exacte du point et dépendent seulement du
fait que le point nilpotent est de multiplicité 3. En utilisant des formes normales

adéquates et un éclatement de la famile de champs de vecteurs on établit la liste
de tous les ensembles limites périodiques dans la famille éclatée. On calcule les
deux types d'applications de Dulac pour la famille éclatée et on développe une
méthode générale pour montrer que certaines transitions réguliéres ont une dérivhe
d'ordre supérieur non nulle en un point. En analysant le nombre de solutions d'un
système d'équations par un algorithme de dérivation-division gbnéralisé on montre
les théorèmes suivants:

Thdorame 1 Q p e de graphique

Th. 6.3

EPP

Th. 6.10

Ehh

1

Condition

R(") (O) # O
(n 2 2)

#1
le point de cod 3

1 Codimension /

Cyclicité

n+l

n

4

finie

On applique ces théorèmes pour montrer la cyclicité finie de certains graphiques
passant par un point singulier nilpotent triple dans les systhmes quadratiques.

Summary
In this thesis we consider the problem of finite cyclicity of the most generic graphics
through a nilpotent point of saddle or elliptic type of codimension 3. We give
theorems of finite cyclicity for several such graphics inside CODfamilies of vector
fields. In some case our results are independent of the exact codimension of the
point and dependent only on the fact that the nilpotent point has multiplicity 3.
Using adequate normal fonns and blow-up of a family of vector fields, we list al1
the limit periodic sets of the blown-up fmily. We calculate two different types of
Dulac maps in the blown-up family and develop a general method to prove that
some regular transition maps have a nonzero higher derivative at a point. By
the analysis of the number of solutions of systems of equations via a generdized
derivation-division method, we prove the following theorems:

1 Theorem 1 Type of graphic (
Th. 6.5

Sxhh convex

Th. 8.3

EPP

Th. 8.10

Ehh

Condition
1 Codimension 1 Cyclicity (
Pf(0) # 1
4
finite
the point of cod 3

R(")(o)# O
(n L 2)

p(0)# 1
the point of cod 3

n+1

n

4

finite

We apply these theorems to prove some graphics with a nilpotent saddie or
elliptic point in puadratic systerns have finite cyclicity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
A graphic (singular cycle, limit periodic set, polycycle) of a planar vector field is
an invariant set of the vector field involving regular orbits and singular points. We

are interested in the graphics of generic families of vector fields depending on a
srnall nurnber of parameten and their cyclicity, i.e., the maximum number of limit
cycles that may appear by perturbation inside the family. A simpler problem than
the problem of finding the cyclicity of a graphic is to prove that the graphic has
finite cyclicity. The question of finding the number of limit cycles which appear
by perturbation of a graphic in a generic family and the problem of finite cyclicity
is closely related to Hilbert-Arnold Problem ([M88],[IY95]:)

Hilbert-Arnold Problem. Prove that for any n, the bifurcation number B(n) is
finite, where B(n) ii the maximum cyclicity of nontriMc1 polycycles occum*ng in
generic n-pummeter fomiliw.

A graphic of planar vector field can be elementary or non-elementary in the
sense that its singular points are elementary (hyperboiic or semi-hyperbolic, i.e.
at least one nonzero eigenvalue) or non-elementary. Some essential step have
been made towards the understancihg of the bihucation of elementary graphics through the works of Roussarie [R86],Mourtada [MouSO], [Mou94], [Moug?],

Il' yashenko-Yakovenko [N95],
Dumortier, Roussarie and Rousseau [DRR941,Kotova and Stanzo [KS95],Dumortier, El Morsalani and Rousseau [DER96],etc.

As for the non-elementary graphics of a planar analytic vector, the study cannot
be fully reduced to the analysis of singularities and zeroes of algebraic equations,
particularly when the number of parameters is larger than or equal to three.

Figure 1.1: Cuspidal loop

For the graphics with a nilpotent singular point of multiplicity 2 or 3, they
can be one of the following types:
a cuspidal loop: Fig 1.1
a

graphic through a nilpotent elliptic point: Fig 1.2
graphic through a nilpotent saddle: Fig 1.3

In [DRS97], by an anaiytic and geometric method based on the blowing up for
the unfoiding, the authors studied the simplest case, the bifurcation diagram of a
cuspidal loop of codimension 3. They give a complete answer for the cyclicity and
bifurcation diagram up to a conjecture. The study of the unfolding of codimension
3 nilpotent singular point is stili not finished. As for the problem concerning the

graphics through a nilpotent singular point of codimension 3, in [KS95],when the
authors tried to list the set of al1 these graphics, they have the following comments:

(4 EPP g r a ~ b c

(c) Ehh graphic

(b) Ehp graphic

Figure 1.2: Graphics through a nilpotent elliptic point

(3) A. is the degenemte cusp, &(Aa) = 3: this caae t the most drncult one. Two

possible subcasea con be disthguished:
(90) The polycycle consista of a sàngular point.

(3b) If the singularity is of an elliptic type in the terminology
of [D93], then the singularàty point h m two p m b l i c sectors of
opposite attmctivity. Hence a pp-lmp con occur tuâthout i n m s i n g

the codimension of the polycycle.
Euen the fist s u h e às not yet completely inuestigated, to say nothing about the
much more difffcult loop subease. We simply label subcase (3.3), without going deeply
into the subject.

Convex

Concave

Figure 1.3: Graphics through a nilpotent saddle

From this and the complexity of the bifurcation diagram in the case of the

cuspidal loop, it seems hopeless to find a complete solution to solve the similar
question with tnple nilpotent points. Fortunately we will show that the question
of proving the h i t e cyclicity of a graphic is much simpler and that indeed we

can give a complete answer to this question for several graphics of codimension 3
and 4. This means in particular that we do not consider the birth of small limit
cycles from the singularities but only the large limit cycles which coalesce with the
graphic when the parameters vanish.
In this thesis, we study the h i t e cyclicity of graphics with a nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type, Le., the existence of a bound for the number of
limit cycles which can bifurcate h m such graphics. In some of the finite cyclicity
theorems, we d l only use the multiplicity of the nilpotent point and not its codimension, the finite cyclicity following from a global genericity assumption. The
precise definition of cyclicity for a limit periodic set was given by Roussarie ([R86]).

Definition 1.1. A limit periodic set 'I of a uector Jield X
, inside a family X,
h a finite cyclicity in ,Y, if there exist N E N and

E,

6 > O, such that any X,

with Ip - pal < 6 has ut most N fimit cycles yi such thut di&&
minimum of such

N when E und 6

tend

n) < E.

The

to zero is culled the cyclicity of i' in X,,,

which we denote by Cycl(r).
Let X be a smooth vector field on R2. A singular point p (i.e. X@) = O) is

said to be a triple nilpotent point of saddle or elliptic type if there is a local chart

in which the vector field bas the form ([T74])

where, for the saddle case, EI = 1; for the elliptic case €1 = -1, b > 2&

Denoting

the graphic with a nilpotent singularity by (X,p,I'), we are going to study the
cyclicity of l? by considering a codimension 3 unfolding X, of X.

(4 EPP UPP-

(b) Epp lower

Figure 1.4: Pp, hp and hh-graphics of elliptic type

Following the convention in [KS95],we use pp to denote a graphic going out
of a parabolic sector to a parabolic sector, hp to denote a gaphic going out of a
hyperbolic sector to a parabolic sector, and hh to denote the graphic going out
of a hyperbolic sector to a hyperbolic sector. Then, after the global blow up, a
graphic through a elliptic point can happen in three cases (Fig. 1.4):
pp graphic: Epp,
hp graphic: Ehp, this cod 3 type of graphic was not mentioned in [KS95],

hh graphic: Ehh.
Each graphic c m occur in two versions: upper and lower (see one example in
Fig. 1.4(b)). ALthough the upper and lower graphics may have different bifurcation

diagrams, the proofs of their finite cyclicity are the same.

Figure 1.5: Convex and concave graphics of saddle type

A graphic through a nilpotent saddle c m happen in two cases (Fig. 1.5):
hh graphic convex: Sxhh,
a

hh gaphic concave: Sahh.
Due to the technical difficulties, we do not consider the concave gaphic of

saddle type. For other graphics listed in Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5, we have proved
three main theorems which we list in Tab. 1.

1 Theorem 1 Type of paphic 1
Th. 5.5

Sxbh convex

Th. 6.3

EPP

Th. 6.6

E ~ P

Th. 6.10

Ehh

Condition

Pf(0)# 1
the point of cod 3

R(")(O) # O
(n1 2)
A conjecture
P'(0) # 1
the point of cuà 3

1 Codimension 1 Cyclicity
4

finite

n+l

n

3

hite

4

finite

Table 1.1: Main results concerning the finite cyclicity

To prove the finite cyclicity theorems listed above, one basic ingredient is the

blow-up of families developed in [DRr96] and [DRS97]. Around that we set up a
machinery which c m be used for other similar gaphics. Some of these tools have
been introduced for the study of the cuspidal loop [DRS97]. These tools include:
1. Normal form for a family with a nilpotent singulady: we develop a special

normal form different from the classical one and allowing:
0

to use the special properties of quadratic systems:

- some transitions occur dong straight lines,
- convexity of some trajectories,

- knowledge of the center conditions;
0

to be easily applicable to graphics inside quadratic systems.

2. Blow-up of the family to allow the calculations of the passage maps near the

nilpotent singularity.
3. The list of limit periodic sets appearing in the blown-up family of vector

fields and which must be proved to have finite cyclicity.
4. The calculations of the different types of Dulac maps in the neighborhood of

the singular points of the blown-up sphere.

5. To derive finite cyclicity property, we consider systems whose number of
solutions bounds the number of fixed points of the return map in the neighborhood of a limit periodic set under a small perturbation of the blown-up
vector field. We derive bounds for the number of solutions of these systems

by a generalized derivation-division method.
6. We introduce a general method to prove that some regular transitions have
a nonzero higher derivative at a given point.
For Hilbert's 16th problem for quadratic systems which consists in "finding

the maximum number H(2)and d a t i v e positions of limit cycles of a quadmtic

vector field', till now we only know that

H(2)2 4 ([Sh8O]). In [DRR94], the

authors lawiched a program aiming at solving the finiteness part of Hilbert's 16th
problem for quadratic vector fields (Le., H(2)c oo). The paper listed al1 the 121
limit periodic sets surrounding the origin in a family of quaàratic vector fields and
reduced the finiteness problem for quadratic systems to the proof that al1 of these

graphics have h i t e cyclicity. Up to noiv, about 50 elementary graphics have been
proved to have finite cyclicity. By the results of this work, we will be able to prove
that more than 20 non-elementary gaphics have finite cyclicity.
The thesis is organized as follows: In Ch.2, we develop a new general normal

form unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type of codimension 3.
For further application to quadratic systems, we also discuss the normal forrn for
unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type for quadratic systems.

In Ch.3, we make the global blow-up for the family. By using the properties of
quadratic systems we give the bifurcation diagrams for the rescaled family and
list d l the possible limit penodic sets. In order to prove the cyclicity of the limit
periodic sets, in Ch.4, we study two types of Dulac maps. We prove the main finite
cyclicity theorems for saddle and eiliptic cases respectively in Ch.5 and Ch.6. As
applications of the main theorems, in Ch.7 we prove that the graphics (H:),
(Fia)
listed in [DRR94] have finite cyclicity and that the gaphics (IL),( I L ) ,(rib),(fi,,)
have finite cyclicity when the nilpotent point has codimension 3.

Chapter 2

Normal Forms Unfolding the
Nilpotent Singularity of Saddle or
Ellipt ic type
In this chapter, we will first develop a new normal form unfolding the codimension 3
nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type different from the standard unfolding
used in [DRSSl]. Then we discuss the corresponding normal forms unfolding the
nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type for the quadratic systems.

2.1

Normal forms unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type

We know by [T73]that the gems of Caovector fields at O E R2 whose 1-jet is
nilpotent and 2-jet is COD-conjugate to a vector field with a ?-jet y&

+ pzy$, is

Cm-conjugate to a vector field with &jet

a

8
+
(€lx3 + dx4 + bxy + ax2y + exay)ax
8%

y-

where €1 = 0, A1 and a, b, c, d E R
Lt was shown in [LI771and [D78]that the topological type of such a germ is
determined by its 3-jet, if €1 # 0.
The codimension of the point is determined by looking at b and the quantity

associated with the 4-jet (2.1).
By [DRSSl], the vector field is COD-equivalentto a vector field with a 4-jet
y-

d
ax

a
+ (&lx3+ bxy + &2x2y + fx3y)0%

where €1 = f1 and €2 is a multiple of

Q.

(a) Focus cases

(b)Sadàie case

(c) Eiiiptic case

Figure 2.1 : The different topological types

The topological type falls into one of the following categories (Fig. 2.1):

1). The saddle case:
2). The focus case:

€1

€1

3). The eliiptic case:

= 1, any €1 and b (a topological saddle).

= -1 and O < b < 2 f i (a topological focus).

€1

= -1 and b 2 2 f i ( an elliptic point).

For saddle (resp. elliptic) cases, for

€2

= 1 and

~2

= -1, they have the sarne

topological type.
For €1 = -1, the nilpotent singularity is of codimension 3 if

and b # 2fi; it is of codimension 2 4 if c2 = O,

OP

€2

# 0, b # O

b = O, or b = 2\/2.

We are interesteci ody in the vector fields with a triple nilpotent singularity of
saddle or elliptic type with €1 = Il and b > 2 f i if €1 = -1. A family containing

this singularity can be brought to

+ bx + EZZZ + x3h(x,A)) + y2Q(x,y, A)
where for the saddle case

EI

= 1; for the elliptic case

€1

= -1, b > 2fi,

(2.4)

A =

(Ai,A2,A3,X) axe the parameters, Q ( x , y, A) is Cm in (x, y, A) and of arbitrarily
high order in (x,y, A). For any value of €2, they have the same topological type.

Remark 2.1. Some of the work done hem will also be useful for higher codimen-

sion nilpotent saddle or elliptic singulorities an the case €2 = O and/or b = 0.
In this normal form (2.4), the ''principal" part (the remaining part on the
blown-up sphere) will be cubic. We develop a new normal form for the unfolding

of the nilpotent singularity of the saddle and elliptic type, so that the principal
part becomes quadratic.

Theorem 2.2. The famüy (2.4) is Cm-equivalent to

1
for the saddle m e : a(0) E (-%,
0);

i/a(O) = -;,

the unfolding às of codimenaàon 4 which correspondP to the case

b = 0.

for the elliptic ease: a(0) E (O, i);
i f a(0) =

!,

the unfolding às of codimension 4, type 1, which corresponds to

the m e b = 2\/2 (the two chamcteriatic tmjectories coalesce into one).
C< = (pi,p2, p3,

P) is the pammeter, hl (X,
4, h2(X,P ) = E2a + W)+ O (XIm d

Q(X,Y,p) are CODand Q ( X ,Y ,p ) ii of arbàtmy high order in ( X ,Y,p).

Pmof. In the family @A),we make the transformation

Then we have

where hll (X,m l ) and Q1( X ,Y,ml, m2, A) are COD.Aiso Q1 is of arbitrarily high
order in its vaxiables. To eliminate the terms X, X2,X3 in the second equation of

(2.7),let
A2

F ( m ,m2, a 2 , 4 :=

+ (b - 2a2)mz + &(ml, m2)

+

a2X3 (a26
€1

+ 3q)rni +~zm2+ d2(ml,mz)

+ a2b - 2 4 + d3(rnl,m2)

1

= O (2.8)

where for i = 1,2, 4(ml,m2)= o(l(ml,mz)l)and d3(ml,m2)= O(l(rn~,m2)l).

For A = O and ml = m2 = O, by (2.8) we have a eguation for 4 0 )

To solve the equation (2.9))we have the foilowing subcases

In the elliptic case EL = -1, since b(0) > 2&, then

In this case, we choose o(0) = %-(O).

In the saddle case

*

+ ,/-qÏp-Fs']

q ( 0 ) = f [b(O)

E (O,

2)

Consider F(mi,
m2,02, A) = O. Note that for the saddle case and the elliptic
case with o(0) E (0, $1, we have

So by the Implicit function theorem, in the neighborhood of (0,0,a2(0),0), the

solution of (2.8) can be written as

The family has the form

where
Q

-€2

+ O(X)
+ O(X)

= -&la;

=

h l ( X , ~ )= - ~ i ~ i a+O(A)
$
+O(%?).

Moreover we have:
rn

For the saddle case €1 = 1, a(0) = -G(O), also

- if b(0) = O , then c(0)= -h, the unfolding is of codimension 4;

For the elliptic case €1 = -1, a(0) = &O),

h2(X,A) = E2a

+ 0 ( A ) + O(X).

aad dso

- if b(0) > 2fi,

then o(0) E (O, f);

- if b(0) = 2&,

then a(0) = $, the unfolding is of codirnension 4, type 1.

Also p = (pl, pz, W, fi) is the new parameter with

(w)
1

# O*
with det 8 h42,b
By using the original coordinates (x, y) and using €2 as a parameter, we get
the new normal f o m (2.5) unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic
type*
For the saddle case, family (2.5) with a E

(-00, -$)

and a(0) E (-$,O)

are Cm-equivdent. But for the elliptic case, fasily (2.5) with a(0) E (0,:)
a(O) E

(i,oo) are Cm-equident except for a(0) =

and

( The reason for the difference

at a(0) = f can be explained by the existence of a Jordan block for two equal
eigenvalues. Accordingly, this is reflected in (2.17) and (2.19) below). Fig. 2.2
gives the two equivalent types of nilpotent elliptic singularity (The saddle case has
the same kind of equivalence).

Figure 2.2: Two COD-equivalent types for the nilpotent elliptic singularity
Indeed, for the saddle case, let a(0) E (-$, O) and consider the family (2.5).
Under the transformation

X
the family (2.5) becomes

( R =k+Y+r~
1 ^2

A

A

To eliminate the terms X,XZin the second equation of (2.13), we make the following transformation

then we have

Let

Since a(0) < O, we can solve (2.16) for ,&(i = 1,2,3,4):

where

Rescaling in (2.18) by

we get a family

where a' = &

(3,)G2,&)

+ o(l61)and a'(0) = & E (-00, -i),also for the new parameter

we have

Hence for the saddle case, family (2.5) with a(0) E

(-i,0) and ~ ( 0 E) (-m, -f )

are Cm-quivalent.
By the above process and (2.21), we can see that for the eliiptic case, fmily

(2.5) with a(0) E (;,O)

is COD-equivalentto family (2.5) with a(0) E

(i,m) except

for a(0) = i.
For the famiiy (2.5) with a(0) = f , it is COD-equivalentto the farnily

where

So except for a(0) = f and a(0) = 1 for the elliptic case, we will use the equivalent
unfoldings depending on the context. One passes fiom one unfolding to the other
by means of the changes (2.12), (2.14) and the rescding.

If €2 = 0, i.e., if the associated quantity Q in (2.2) vanishes, the 3-parameter
unfolding (2.5) is not univemal. In this case, the codimension of the nilpotent
singularity is a t Ieast 4. Theorem 2.3 in the quadratic systems gives examples. O

2.2

Normal forms unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type for quadratic
syst ems

In view of application to Hilbert's 16th problem for quadratic systems, we discuss
the normal form of nilpotent singularities of quadratic systems. In [DFSl], there
is a detailed classification of the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type for

quadratic systems. To have a better understanding of the meaning of the quantity

Q defined in (2.2), we make a Little modification of the classification.
By Jordan normal form theorem, we can write the quadratic system with a
triple nilpotent singular point of saddle or elliptic type at the ongin in the form

where alel

+ 0.

By a linear transformation

system (2.23) is equivalent to

where

Adding an additional singular point on the y-axis, we should have

c2

# 0.

This singular point is an anti-saddle if c2 < O. By rescaling

then we can take cz = -1. So a quadratic systern with a nilpotent singular point
at the origin and an anti-saddle is linearly equivalent to

where a # O and c E R

Using the Takens normal form theory [T74]and by a near-identity transfor-

mations we obtain a CODsquivalentsystem
u =v

1 = -a$

1
1
+ v [(1 + 2o)u + -cu2
+
0(u3)]- -ocu4 + v 2 0 ( / uut3).
,
2
2

For system (2.26), the associated quantity Q becomes

Hence we have the following theorem.

(2.26)

Theorem 2.3. If Q # O and o #

-$,

then the nilpotent singularity LP of codirnen-

sion 3, and system (2.26) is Cm-equiualent to

hrthennore, for quadmtic aystem (2.25)) we have the clossification:

a < O: nilpotent saddle

-cg0
nzlpotent saddle of codimension 3
*a=--

2

nilpotent saddle of codimenaion 4
(corresponds to b = O in (2.4))

- c = O nilpotent saddle of codimension m
(corresponds to €2 = O )
aa

> O: nilpotent elliptic point

*a#+,$

eliipticsinguIuràtyofcodàmension3

* a = z1

elliptic singularity of codimension 4, type I
(correspondP to b = 2fi)

*

3

elliptic sàngularity of codimension 4, type 2
(corresponds to ~2 = 0 )

- c = O elliptic singuiaràty of codimension oo
(cornponds to €2 = O in (2.4)).

Remark 2.4. If Q = O,

i e . , E* = O,

then for the ndpotent saddle, the singularity

a n only be of codimension ao; for the elkptic m e , the singularity às. either of

codimetuaon 4, type 2, or infinity.

Proposition 2.5. For further application to quadmtic systems, let us rernark that
a general 5-panmeter quadmtic family unfoldzng a nzlpotent dingulority of codimension 9 of the saddle or elliptic type ut the origin and with an anthaddle an

the upper half plane can le wtitten as

Hence they have the dame blow-up

<is family

(2.5).

Chapter 3

Generalities on the blow-up of the
family
3.1

Blow-up of the family

Consider the normal form unfolding the nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic
type

(34
where a E

[-i,O)

saddle case; a E (O, )] elliptic case, p = (pl, pz, p3) is the

parameter, and hl(%,p ) , h2(x,p) = E i E z a

+ 0 ( x ) and Q ( x ,y, p ) are Cm and also

Q ( x ,y, p ) has arbitrarily high order in ( x , y, p).
F'rom now on, we denote A = (0,

i)for the elliptic case, A = (- f,O) for the

saddle case.

We are interested in this family for a E A and (x,y, p) E U x A, a neighborhood of (O, O) in 3 x p. A can be identifieci to s2x [O, uo)through the change of
parameters. Making the change of the parameters

where (fiL,p2,p3) E S2 and u E (O, uo), we have a bparameter family of vector
fields in ( x , y, u) space with parameters (a,P ) E A x s2:

We then make the (weighted) biow-up of the singular point of (3.3) at the

where r > O and (2,y, p) E S2.
By the blow up (3.4), we have a COo-family

A x S2, X induces a 3-dimensional vector field

=

;X.

For each ( a , ~ E)

defined in the neighborhood

of S2 x {O) with parameters ( a , ~E) A x S2. In other words, the blow-up (3.4)
changes the &parameter Zdimensional family into a bdimensionai family

z(,,D)

with parameters (a,jï) E A x S2.
Putthg together (3.2) and (3.4), as in [DRSg?], for (3.1), at ( x , y, pl, pz, p3)

= (0,0,0,0,O), we make the global blow-up

where Z*

+ g2 + $ = 1.

(b) The saddle case

(a) The elliptic case

Figure 3.1: The stratified set { r p = O ) in the blow-up

Because of the symmetry, as in Fig. 3.1, we only need to study R on { p

> 0)

to get a complete information for ((2,i ,p), r, (pi,p2,p3)) neaf O E S2 x [O, ro) x S2.
Note that for each

-

p, the foliation given by

{Y

= r p = c m s t ) is preserved by

X(aA:
O

For (rp = v) with v > 0, the leaf is a regular manifold of dimension 2.
For { r p = O), we get a stratified set in the critical locus. As shown in Fig. 3.1,
there are two strata of 2-dimensional manifolds:

- Fp r S1 x R+

the blow-up of the fiber p = 0,

- & = ( r 2 + g 2 + + = 1, p z o ) .
On & = { p = O), (3.5) is just the common blow-up of the nilpotent point:

and by the blow-up (3.6), we get a vector field with four siningular points P;- (i =
1,2,3,4). P3 and P4are hyperbolic saddles, Pl and

in the elliptic (resp. saddle) case (Fig. 3.2).

P2 are nodes (resp. saddles)

(a)

(b) The saddle case

The elliptic case

Figure 3.2: Common blow-up of the nilpotent singularity

To study the objects on and near F ~vu,e use the "phase directiond rescaling".
We use charts

P.R.1 Z = - l , ( r ~ , p ~ , g ~ )
P.R.2 3 = 1, (Q, f i , Y2)
which cover the boundary of the half Zsphere.

In the chart P.R. 1 and P.R.2, by transformation (i = 1,2)

and after division by ri, we get a vector field near P, (i = 1,2)

where

hl and

=

+

O E ~ Q(T)

are Cw

in ( r i , p i , j i ) , Q ( r , , p i , & , p ) is Cm in

p) and of arbitrarily high order in (ri,pij &) .
Eady, we see that Xp,ha9 two singular points Pl(O,
O, 0) and P4(0,
0,
X, has two singular points P2(O, O, O ) and P3(0,0 , F )
. Each singdarity has
( r i , pi, &

y),

three real eigenvalues listed in Tab. 3.1. In Fig. 3.3, we draw the phase portraits
in the charts P.R.l, P.R.2 for the elliptic and saddle case respectively. The chart

P.R.3(g = f1) gives no additionai singular points other than those found in the
chaxts P.R.1 and P.R.2.

Table 3.1: The eigenvalues at Pi (i = 1,2,3,4)

(a) X6,the eiiiptic case

(b) &, the eliiptic case

,the saddle case

(d) X R , the saddle case

(c)

Figure 3.3: The phase portraits of Xpi

To complete the phase portrait on the blown-up sphere 4,we use the family

rescabg and use the chart

F.R.

p = 1,(5,g, r )

yielding

where h(3,y, r, p) is Cm in (z,& r, p). Especially, on { r = O), we have

In order to list al1 the possible lirnit periodic sets for the family, we have to
study the bifurcation diagram of (3.10) for P E S2. Since we use charts, here we
give the coordinates changes between the charts P.R.1, P.R. 2, and F.R.:

3.2 Bifurcation diagrarns for the family rescaling, limit periodic sets
In [KS95],the authors investigate generic 2- and bpararneter smooth families of
vector fields on the 2-dimensional sphere and gives the list of al1 polycycles of
codirnension less than 3 (also called "Kotova Zoo") and of their cyclicity, but with
the nilpotent eiliptic and saddle cases of codimension 3 iefi unknown. Following

the convention of [KS95],we use pp to denote a graphic connecting two parabolic
sectors, hp to denote the graphic coming out of a hyperbolic sector and connecting
to a paraboüc sector, and hh to denote the graphic connecting two hyperboiic
sectocs. Then to find out ail the limit periodic sets after the bIow-up, we have to

answer the foiiowing two questions:

1. In the elliptic case, when does a pp, or hp or hh-gaphic exist? i.e., when

does a passage from Pl to P2,or Pl to P3, or P4to P3 exist?

2. In the saddle case, we have two types of hh-graphic, one is a graphic which

9 (or Pland P2),the other type is a graphic which
passes through PI and Pl (or 9 and Pa).For each of the graphies, there is
passes through P3 and

always at least one family of limit periodic sets and there can be two. What
are the bordering limit periodic sets for these families?
To answer the above two questions, we need to give the complete bifurcation
diagams of system (3.10). They correspond via i+ji2+a3* = Y to the bifurcation
diagrams for the principal rescalings studied in [DRSSI] and [DRcSO]. Complete
bifurcation diagrams have been given there except for the position of the separatries
at infinity which are better studied in the quadratic mode1 given here.

Proposition 3.1. For system (3.10), there holdi
(1) System (3.10) hos an h o r i a n t line
a

= O if and only if PI = 0.

In the elliptic cose, the cume fil = O is a bifurcation cume ezcept when there
are two nodes on the lane g = 0.

0

In the saddle case, the cume jil = O is a bifurcation cume precisely when
there are two finite saddles on it.

(2)

If a # i,
system (3.10) hm an invariant pambola

if and only if

(3)

If a = f , sy~tem(3.10) hos an invariant pambola i f and only if

p3 = O, system (3.10) hm 1, 2 or 9 invariant parabolos

= O. For

i f 27p:

+ 16~1> 0, = O or < O, and B is the solution of the algebruic equation

Proof. Direct calculations.
Now we turn to the bifurcation of system (3.10) for elliptic and saddle cases

for fi F E2.

Theorem 3.2. The bafumtion diagmm of (3.10) for the elliptic cme (O < a < i)
is in Fig. 3.4, the bifurcation diugmm for the saddle case (-$

< a < 0)

Fig. 3.5, in both diagmms, we use the following nomenclature: BT

is

in

- Bogdanov-

Takens bifumtion, DH - Degenerate Hopf bifurcation, H - Hopf bifurcation, IL

- Invariant

line, SL

- Saddle loop, SC - Saddle

Connection, SN

- Saddle Node

bifurcation, SNC - Saddle Node Connectaon.

A11 the lzmit peràodic sets are listed in Tables 3.2-8.6.
Proof. The proof cornes from the bifurcation diagram in [DRcSO], fiom the existence of the invariant line = O for pl = O and from the fact that this line becomes
without contact for pi # 0.

Indeed, the phase portraits in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 c m be completely recovered trom the bifurcation diagram in [DRcSO] and the phase portraits on pl = 0.

It is known for quadratic systems that any saddle connection between a finite and
an i n h i t e saddle must occur dong an invariant line.

The bifurcation diagram of Fig. 3.5 is

exactly the bifurcation diagram of

[DRcSO] with the additional information that the upper saddle connection occurs
for PI = O on the invariant line y = O and the lower saddle connection occurs on
the invariant parabola (3.11).

O

Note that when we study XFi at infini@, we use the quasi-homogeneous
compactincation:

Figure 3.4: The bihircation diagram of the rescaled family: the elliptic case a(0)

These transformations are just the transformations we used in charts P.R.1 and

P.R.2. So at idnity, we add what we obtained from these two charts and draw
the bihircation diagrams for the elliptic and saddle cases in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5.

For the elliptic case, there are 22 iimit periodic sets which fall into three types:
Epp, Ehp and Ehh. We List all the 22 graphics of the elliptic type in Tab. 3.2, 3.3

and 3.4.

Figure 3.5: The bifurcation diagram of the rescaled family: the saddle case a(0)

For the saddle case, there are two types of limit periodic sets: convex graphic

Sxhh and concave graphic Sahh. We list al1 the possible graphics of saddle type
in Tab. 3.5 and Tab. 3.6.
For all the families of graphics listed in the following tables, we use a to denote

the upper boundary graphic, b or d to denote the intermediate graphies, c or e to
denote the lower boundary graphic.

graphic Eppl

farnily of graphics Epp2

graphic Epp3

Table 3.2: Limit periodic sets of pp type for the Elliptic case

graphic Ehpl

graphic Ehp4

graphic EhpZa, b, c

gaphic Ehp3

graphic Ehp5

graphic Ehp7

Table 3.3: Lhit periodic sets of hptype for the eiliptic case

farnily Ehhl

family Ehh4

family Ehh7

family Ehh2

1

family Ehh5

family Ehh8

family Ehh3

1

farnily Ehh6

family Ehh9

Table 3.4: Limit periodic sets of hh-type for the elliptic case

Sxhhl

1

Sxhh2

1

Sxhh3

Table 3.5: Convex iimit periodic sets of hh-type for the saddle case

I

Sahhl

I

Sahhll

Table 3.6: Concave limit periodic sets of hh-type for the saddle case

Chapter 4

Dulac maps at the entrance
points of the blown-up sphere
To study the cyclicity of the graphics after the global blow-up, we will need some
basic properties of the transition rnaps in the neighborhoocl of an elementary singular point. First we give some definitions and some results about the transition
maps near an elementary singular point. Since we use three dimensional charts to

study the object, in 54.2 and 54.3 we will establish two types of Dulac maps in the
neighborhood of a three dimensional hyperbolic singular point.

4.1 Transition maps near the elementary singulas points in the plane
Definition 4.1. (1) A singular point

is

elementary if it has ut leost one nonzero

eigenvulue. It ih hyperbolic (resp. semi-hyperbolic) if the two eigenvalues are not
on the imuginary ozis (resp. exactly one eigenualue ii zero).
(2) The hyperbolieity ratio ut a hyperbolic saddle b the mtio r =

-2,where

XI < O < X2 ore the two eigenvalues.

Let XA,X E A, be a Caofamiiy of vector fields defined in the neighborhood
of a hyperbolic sadde at the origin. We ais0 assume that the coordinates axes are
the invariant manifolds near the saàdle point.

By normal form theory, for any fived k E

N, up to Ck-equivalence, we can

write the vector field XA into some explicit expressions of the normal form (cf.
[St58], [Wl]).Let
0

TA

be the hyperbolicity ratio of

XAat the origin, then

If ro is irrational, then , M E N, the vector field XAis CL-equialentto

for X in some neighborhood W of the origin in parameter space.
0

If ro E Q let ro =

I,@, q ) = 1. Then Vk

N, XAis Ck-equivalent to

for X in some neighborhood W of the origin in parameter space. In particular,
ctl

= ro - r(A).

Figure 4.1: Dulac map near a hyperbolic saddle
4.

Let Ci = {y = yo) and

Cz = {z = zo) be two sections transverse to the

vector field XA(Fig. 4.1), where xo,y. > O constant. The flow of XAinduces a

transition map DA(., A), also called a Dulac map:

for al1 A E W -

The Dulac rnap is Cm for x > O. The following theorem of Mourtada
([MOUSOI)describes its behavior near x = 0.

Proposition 4.2. (Mourtada) The Dulac rnap D Acan be uritten

as

where c(A) = %,+(x, A) is CODfor ( x , A) E (0,xo] x W . Furthemore, 2/, satisfies
=O

the follouing mperty

(IO):

(IF):

Vn E N,

(1) Ifro E Q then @

Fll,
iim xn-(x,
dxn

x4O

A) = O

uniformly for A E W. (4.2)

= 0;

(2) If ro = 1, then the expression (4.1) is in geneml not fine enough for proving

the cyclicity.

Definition 4.3. The Ecalle-Roussarie compensator of the vector field XA is dejined os

By the definition of w , we can easily check w (x,al)has the following property:
Proposition 4.4.

Since the Dulac map in Prop. 4.2 is not fine enough to prove the cyclicity for
the case to = 1, in [M6],
by using the compensator, bussarie has an additional

refinement:

Proposition 4.5. If ro = 1, then the Dulac map DAhm a well-ordered asymptotic
expomion:

where a@)

4.2

= r(X)

- 1, and & is a Ckfunction, k-flot with respect

to x

= 0.

Normal forms at the entrance points

To study the Dulac maps in the neighborhood of the entrance points, the vector
fields should be in the normal form.
For saddle and elliptic case, the family of vector fields at each point Pi ( i
= 1, 2, 3, 4 ) has the same form as (3.8)) the three eigenvalues not al1 having

the same sign. Due to the special form of the farnily (3.8), after dividing by a
Cm positive function, system (3.8) is linear in r and p. If necessnry we change

the time (t ct -t), so that we have two negative eigenvalues while the third is
positive (Tab. 3.1). So for the three eigenvalues at each point, there are only two
possibilities
-1,

p l

1,

-a(a)

at Pl and P2

where a(a) =

2(1- 2a) at P3 and PI
By exchanging the roles of r and p, we only need to consider one case of

system (3.8) which we rewrite as

where
(+l~~l~)]+~i8+~~o(rl+~l~)+~2~~(~IpIgI~)
+ -(1-2a)g+2~~+~[~2++~spt.2~op~-~hr
a+g+poP=
and the parameters (a,p) E A x S2, where for the saddle case A = (-i,0) and for
the eliiptic case A = (0, i).

= o(a)y

Proposition 4.6. Consider the famzly X(alp)
in the fonn of (4.6) with pammeters
(a,P) E A x S2. Then V(ao,P) E A x S2 and Vk E E, there exists A.

c

A, o

nezghborhood of ao, N ( k ) E FI and a Ck- transfomation

where

such that V(o, ji) E A. x S2, the map
following normal fonns:

t r a n s f o m X(.,p) into one of the

where v = t p > O and

where T ~ ( up),
, ai and K are smooth functions defined for (a, P ) E A. x SZ. Especially i f q

2 2,

n =O.

Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of normal €rom theory (see for
instance [GH83],
WSl]). Depending on the value of ao, we have two cases:
Case 1: u(ao)$ Q X(.,p) has only resonant terms

( 7 ~ )=
' ~
piy,

Case 2: X(a,p)
has eigenvaiues 4 1 , -o(ao) with o(ao)=

Then the resonant term ta$ will satisfy

a(ao)= E Q \ N, q 2 2. By (4.11): we have

Then the resonant terms d l be

Then the resonant terms will be

i > 1.

9, p, q E N, @, q ) = 1.

Remark 4.7. It seems a prion' that the resonant t e m cannot be w i t t e n directly
in the case a(uo) = 1 stnce the linear part can have a Jordan normal fonn. Indeed

when applying a polynomaal transition Y = y+Cripiyk to get rid of a non-resonant
tenn in ri@yk(à+ k -j # l), one m t e s another non-resonant tenn an ri-'ply'+'.
Itemtzng the pmcess we realize that we get exactly the temas which appear in (4.9).
Moreover a transformation of the same fonn when i+

k -j = 1 allows tu get rid of

certaàn resonant rnonornials but thb mfinement is not neceasary for our purpose.

(a)

The first type

(b) The second type

Figure 4.2: Two types of Dulac rnap

In order to study the cyclicity of the graphics with a nilpotent singularity of
elliptic or saddle type, we only need to coasider

z(a.p)
with eigenvalues -1,1,

-O(=)

in the nomal foms (1.8) and (4.9) and consider the following two types of Dulac
maps (Fig. 4.2):

A [ , ~=
, (d, D):

e ,=,

c -+n

: 7

+n

where C = {r = ro),TI = ( p = h ) and .r = {y = yo) are sections in the normal

form coordinates, ro, po and y0 are positive constants.
To simplify the notation, for al1 the maps and vector fields, we will &op the
index (a,p). For exampie, the Dulac map A@, il)means

il).

()(Y,

In the next section, we give some preparation propositions for the proof of
the two main theorems about the Dulac maps.

Preliminaries

4.3

Before studying the Dulac m a p , we give two propositions as preparation. First

we define a notation I ( i l , iz, - * * ,i j ; m, n):

Definition 4.8. Let m, n, j E N U { O ) , we define

Proposition 4.9. Let f (t, z) be a smooth finction and consider the initial value
problern

Denote the unique solution as z = z(t, 20). Then Vn E PI, the nth derivative

@(t, g )

fn a~

satisfies the ltnear initial value problern

well as al1 the partial derivatives are all evaluated at (t,q,z(t, zo)) and

*

denotes o positive inteqer.
PmoJ By induction.

O

Proposition 4.10. Let w consider the initial value problem

z(0) = O

with t E [O, Tl. If there ezist tuio continuous functiow A(t),B ( t ) with

then for t E [O, Tl,the solution of the initial value problem satisjies

Fùrthermore, if there ezist constants Mi, M2> O

S U C ~that

then them ezists a constant K > O such that for t E [O, Tl,there holds

Integrating the above inequdity from O to t with the initial condition z(0) = 0,
then for t E [O, Tl,we have

If IA(t)1 5 Mi,
1B(t)[ 5 M2,immediately we have

where K = eMfT.

4.4

First type of Dulac map

We now study the first type Dulac map A = (d, D). If we parametrize the sections
C and II by

( Y , y)

with the obvious relation p =

on C and r =

on II, then we

have

Theorem 4.11. For any a0 E A and ji E S2, consider the fornily

2 = z(i(,,fi)
with

eigenvoluea 4 1 ,o(ao)in nomal f o m (4.8) or (4.9). Then WoE IR, there ezist
A.

c A,

o

neighborhood of 00, and y > O such that Vu 'v (O, v i ) and (a,p, y) E

A. x S2 x [O, hl, the Dulac map A@, y ) = (d(v,y), D(v,y)) has the f o m

where vo = ropo > O a constant and

Akro al1 the partial derivatives with respect to the pamrneters (a,P) are of order

Pmofi Since we consider the Dulac map A(v,y) in the invariant leaf v = rp > 0,
let vo = r o ~Then
.
the transition time from C to II is

The k t component d(u, y) is easily obtained:
V

d(v,y) = broc-' = hro- = v.
vo

Now let us consider the second component D(v,y).

(1) Case 4 a 0 ) 4 Q
By the normal form (4.8), we directly have

( 2 ) Case a(ao)=

E Q p, q E N,@, q) = 1.

Note that r ( t ) = roc-', p ( t ) = $et,

so by the third equation of (4.9), we can write the solution of y as

y ( t ) = ëat
[y*

+ n$R(-al, t ) + ~ ( t ) ]

where

Let

Then by (4.15),we have
y ( t ) = e-at W ( t ).
Note that if q 2 2, then n = 0.

A straightforwarà cdculation shows that U(t) satisfies

N

s u % a i i t w~'+L
(t). First we are going to prove that

where g(v, t, W (t)) =
i=l

6'

U ( t ) is bounded for t E [O, 1 ln $11.
By the definition of W(t) in (4.16), there exist constants KI,
K2 > O

SU&

that

where K2= O as long as q 2 2.

We want to show that U(t) is bounded, so we only need to consider the region
where IU(t)1 2 1. In such a region, by the definition of p in (4.14), there exists

K3 > O such that for t E [O, 1 ln 411 with v sufficiently s m d

Indeed, for v sufficiently srnall and for t E [O, 1 In $11,
N

Ig(u, t , W )
1

5

l
C -yPeolit
bi+l

i=l

rr

1 w (t)

Hence U(t) stays bounded by the solution of the initial value problem

so for t E [O, 1 ln 5 II, there evist constants 4,Ks> O such that

Since IU(t)1 is bounded, by (4.17) and (4.19)) there exists a constant Ks> O
such that for t E [O, 1 ln

511
u

l ~ ( t( )5 K ~ # W ~ + ' ( - , -cri).
vo

SO,V(a,p) E A0

x S2, Vu E (O, y ) and for t E [O, ( ln

Substituting the transition time t = - ln

El], we have

4 into (4.15) and letting

then for the second component of the map A, we get

where 4 is Ca in (a,P, v, w (k,-cri), y) and uniformly bounded, i.e., for (a, P ) E
A. x S2, v E (O, y ) and y E [O, &], we have

8 4 for i 2 1.
Now we consider the derivatives For $, since

=1

+ $f, so

a?/=

satisfies

For t E [O, 1 ln $(1, by (4.18), and (4.20), and sirnilac to the proof of (4.19))
there exists a

> O such that

By (4.21) and (4.22), then for t E [O, 1 ln 411 we have
e

- l " w ( , - a l )
"O

ln 1
'O

aw

rc,"hP(+-ol)i ln

%Fe

61

hence

So there exists kl> O such that for (a,p) E A. x S2 and

iq

Y

E (O, vo), foi O 5 t

5

i

Thus for $(u, w (5,-ai),
y), we have

It is clear that the above properties on

t$

also hold for al1 the partial derivatives

with respect to the parameters ( a , ~E)A. x S2.

aw

*'

For -(i

2 2), we will use induction on i. First show that for 2 5 i 5 q+ 1,

there holds

Assume that for 2 5 i

5 q, we have

--

ai+' w
8'41 w
Now we turn to ,W.
By Prop. 4.9,
satisfies the following initial value

problem

where

Ki+l> O such that for t E [O, 1 ln $11

We claim that there exists a constant

-

Indeed, for 2 5 j 5 i

Kjl > O ( j = 2,3,

+ 1, similar to the proof of (4.19), there exist constants

i + 1) SU&that

- K 11-u $ w ~ + ' + L - ~ ( & ~
<

-a1).

I"( 5 Ko,so by (4.27) and by the induction
there exists a constant Ki+1> O such that

Note that by (4.23), we have
assumption (4.24),

where in the final sum the dominant term is the term with j = jl = q + 1.

By (4.22), (4.26) and Prop. 4.10, for the solution of (4.25), there exists a
constant

Ri+l such that for t E [O, 1 ln el]

Therefore, for 2 5 i 5 q

+ 1, it follows from (4.24),

(4.28) and by induction that

we have
Generally, Vj 'j 2, we can decompose j as j - 2 = lq + i with O 5 i
O. Then in the same way as for the case t = O, we can prove that

q-l,i 2

Remark 4.12. In Theorem 4.11, if q = 1, then V j 'j 2, we have

Remark 4.13. By Theorem 4.11, the properties of the Dulac rnap A
on a compact set

KI of

C. When we want to analyse a graphic intersecting C ut

(ro,y'), we will of course choose &l

4.5

are volid

so that (rO,
y*) E KI.

Dulac rnap of the second type

Now we consider the second type Dulac map 8 = (&3) (Fig. 4.2(b) ). If we
parameterize T by (r,p) , II by (u, y) with the relation r p = v and r =

Po

on the

two sections respectively, then we have

Theorem 4.14. For any a0 E A, consider

zAwith eigenvalues -1,1, -o(ao) in

the normal fonn (4.8) and (4.9). Then for r, p > O sumzently small, there exist

A. c A, a nezghborhood of ao, and ui > O such that V ( a , p ) E A. x SZ and
v E (O, y),the Dulac rnap 8 ( r ,p) hos the form

O

if 4 0 0 ) 4 Q then 0 = O; if&)
(a,P )

:

= E Q then 8(r,p, w ( $ -ai))is Cw in

and (r, p, w ( k , -al)), and obo satbfies

whach ore unaformly valid for (a,P) E A. x Sa and r, p > O suficiently small.

Proof.

((T,

p) = v follows h m the invariance of rp = v.

For the second component 2(r,p), the transition time from r to II is

So for the case a(ao)4 Q by (4.8), we directly have

E (r,p) = yoe-Utlt=l ln $1 = YO(-)".
P
Po

Now we consider the case a(ao)=

E Q. Note

that ~ ( t=) re-t and p ( t ) =

pet. Hence, by the third equation of (4.9), we have a first order differential equation

about y

Let the solution of (4.31) with the initial value y(0) = y* be

Then V(t) satisfies the initial value problem

where

So for 3(r,p), substituting the transition time t = 1 ln

a[ into (4.32), and

then we have

where O(r,p, w(E, -cul)) is CODand

-- z uPw($, a l ) .

(1). Bound for B(r,p, w

(R,-al)).

First we prove that V ( t )is bounded for t E [O, 1 ln $1.
By the definition of E (t) in the first equation of (4.34, if we denote Mo= 1y.

then, for t E [O, 1 ln

1,

11, we have

Note that for t E [O, 1 In 511, Q(t, -al) 5 w ( k , -al), so, if we restrict to
the region where V(t) 2 1, for t E [O, 1 ln
constant Ml > O such that

511, by (4.34) and (4.36), there exists a

Hence by (4.33) and (4.37), V ( t )stays bounded by the solution of the initial
value problem

~ ( t=
) MipPeaitwqfl(R;, -al)zNq+l
Z(0) = 1

So there exists a constant Mz > O such that for t E [O, 1 ln

kI],

Again by (4.36) and (4.38), there exists a constant M3 > O such that for

t E [O, 1 ln ;II,

there holds

We will prove that there exist constants M4,
Ms> O such that

Indeed, we have two cases: q = 1 and q 2 2.
For the case q = 1, there exist Md3,M5,
M5i > O (i = 3,4, --N+ 1) such that

For the case q 2 2, n = O, so by (4.39) there exists a constant Mqi > O (
i = 1 , 2 , - m ,. N + 1 ) such that

Combining the two cases q = 1 and q 2 2 together, letting M4 = max(MA1,
M&),
yields (4.40) for t E [O,1 ln

II.

So for the solution of the equation (4.33), for t E [O,1 ln RI], by (4.40)we have

+

= PR(t,al)[M4nMsrpw2(E,-al)]

5 P w ( E , al)[M4 + K M ~ ~ P W ~-QI)]*
(;,
Hence for B(r,p, w ( $ -al)) given in (4.35), for (a,P ) E A. x SZ and r, p >
O, rp = u sufficiently small, we have
Po

Po

We will use induction on i ( 2 2 1) to study
(2). Bound for

$.

By the fint equation of (4.34),we have
linear equation

aie
a4"

=

g,so

satisfies the foliowing

where

By (4.39) and similar to the proof of (4.40), we can prove that there exist
constants Ki> O (i = 1,2,3,4) such that

A

A

Then by (4.43) and Prop. 4.10, there exist constants Mil, Ml* > O such that
for t E [O, 1 In

11,

there holds

and let

-

A(t,r,p) = A(r,p)ea"

Then by (4.43), for (a, p) E Al x S2 and for r, p > O, rp = u sufnciently smdl,

So by Prop. 4.10, for t E [O,:

-

C

I

1 11, there exist constants Mi, Mil, Ml2 > 0 such

that

(3). Bound for

oie
O#'

(à 2 2).
A

A

Assume that there exist constants Mjl, Mj2> O such that for 2 5 j

holds

where

< i, there

Now let us consider

Bi+l E

By Prop. 4.9, it satisfies

where

Lemma 4.15. There ezist constants

-

Mi+i,l,

> O such that for V(a,ji)

E

A. x S2 and for r, p > O suficzently smoll, there holds

Proof. Let us denote the first and the second sum in (4.48) by hr and hrr, i.e.

8i+'h

For ,6p'i+',by (4.39) and the definition of h in (4.34), there exist constants

Mi+lll,

> O SU& that

S

C

C

I

-

Similarly, there exist constants Mji9Mj2, Mjrl and

where

G2> O SU&

that

So for hr, by (4.52), (4.45) and assumption (4.46), for t E [O, 1 ln

<

d

C pPealtZj (r,w ) C

El] we have

n

*p"-('+')c~' 2 t (T, u)

Similady, for hII,by (4.53) and (4.45) and (4.46), we have

5

pp-j+@-(i+i-j)

eaitu 1-~ ( T , w )

x

*ntk(r,w)

Then by (4.50), (4.51), (4.54) and (4.55), there exist positive constants
and

SU&

that

End of psoof of Theorem 4.14
Then for the initial value problem (4.47) with the estimations (4.43) and

(4.49),similar to the proof (4.45), again by Prop. 4.10, for t E [O, 1
constants

rh

(4

> O such that for t E [O, 1

El], there exist

11 we have

Hence for (a,p) E A. x S2 and r, p > O sufficiently small, we have

Chapter 5

Finite cyclicity of convex graphics
wit h a nilpotent singularity of
saddle type
In this chapter, we study the finite cyclicity of convex graphics with a nilpotent
singularity of saddle type. In 85.2, we discuss the generic propenty of the graphics.

We daim the main theorem in 55.3. The finite cycilcity theorem is proved in 55.4
and 55.5. In proving the finite cyclicity theorems on graphics of saddle as well as
elliptic type, we will have to calculate the derivatives of regular transition maps,

so we begin with the preluninaries on derivatives of regular transition maps.

5.1

Preliminaries on derivatives of regular transition maps

First we recaii briefly the formula of [ALGM].

Proposition 5.1 (ALGM). Coruitïer the uedor field

Let

-

= { ( x ~ v )= (fi(s),gi(~))) and C = {(%,y) = (f&),gz(s))) k two arcs
tmnsverse to the same orbit. Let R(s) be the tmnsition mop fiom C to C. Then

where T ( s )

the tm~&iont h e from

the orbit 7(t)starting at

to (fi(R(s)),g2(R(8)))along

( f i( s ) ,g&))

( s ) ,gl(s))for t = O and

(fl

It is not easy to use Prop. 5.1 to calculate the higher order derivatives of a
regular transition map. The following proposition will be very useful.

Proposition 5.2. We consider the tmnsition map R(x) of the vector field (5.1)
between tu10 arcs without contact: C = {(x,y) =
(2, f2(5))), in

a @on

(2,
fi(x)))

and

= {(qy) =

where Q(x, y ) # O. Let x = x(xo,yo, y) be the solution with

initial condition x ( q ,yo, go) = xo. Then

Formulos for the fWst and second derivatives are gaven in the particular case where

xo = O and P ( 0 , y ) r O. Let

Yi

= fi(0).

Pmof. We transform (5.1) into the equivalent diaerential equation

The solution is x = x(xo,fi(xo),Y) with initial condition x(xO,fi(xo),f (xo)) = xo.
We have that R(xo)= x(xo,fL( x ~ )fi(R(xo))).
,
Moreover

from which

follows. Hence

The second derivative of R is most easily calculated from this formula. However
the general formula is very long. In the particular case xo = O we get (5.4) and

(5.5) for R (O) and R"(0).

5.2

O

Generic property of the hh-graphic

Graphics through a nilpotent saddle point can be of two types: convex or concave.
We only consider the convex graphies. Let î be the convex hh-graphic of saddle
type (see Fig. 5.l(a) ). Let C' be a section transverse to the connection

r and

parametrized by a reguiar Cm coordinate. We consider the Poincaré first return
map

P:C+Ct
where C c Cr,a neighborhood of r nCr.

(b) Blow-up of the graphic

(a) Return map

Figure 5.1: The Poincaré fint return map for the hh-graphic of saddle type

Proposition 5.3. For the convex gmphic of saddle type and Va E A, the Poincaré
first retum rnap P ( z ) ia ut leost CLfor z 2 O and

P' (O) = 7' = exp

(1-a

div~(r(t))dt)

Proof. We start with the system

where h(x) and Q ( x ,y) are C O o and Q ( x ,y) = O(I(x,

for N suficiently large.

To study the dynamics near the singularity at (0, O), we make the biow-up (3.6).
Let y = 1 in (3.6), we have

System (5.12) has two singular points f i and 9 and both are hyperbolic saddles
(see Fig. 5.1 (b))

at

. The eigenvalues at P3 are (,&&2(,l

9 are ( - d e ,d
2(1 2a)

24

- d m ) ;the eigenvalues

w ) .Hence the hyperboiicity ratio at P3 (resp. P4)

is 040) = 2(1- 20) (resp.

.A).

-

Take sections Ci = {ri = rO)( i = 3,4 ), T3= {if3 = -x0} a d T~= {(4 = x0)

in the normal form coordinates in the neighborhood of 4 and 9 respectively. For

the Dulac maps near P3 and

9,we have

1

where q and 4 are positive constants and c4caG = 1,and 83,8.4E (Ir).

Then we can decompose the Poincaré first return map P as

where

T : fi + T3 and R : C3 -t

are two regular transition maps in the

normal form coordinates.
Now we use the formula (5.2) of [ALGM]in Prop. 5.1 to calculate the first
derivatives of the regular transition maps in (5.14). For the transition map T along

r = O for the family (5.12), in the original coordinates (r,i),the two sections

Note that for the system (5.12),along r = 0, divXI,=~= -(1-243, and P(0,Z)=
O, so for zo > O sufficiently srnail, by Prop. 5.2, we have F(0)= 1. Thus we have

-

--

Therefore, by (5.13) and (5.15), if letting iE4 = D3o T o D4(&), then

To calculate the map R, as in [DER96], [SP87]and [DRS97], we introduce
two auxiliary sections Ci = {ri = r m ) (i = 3,4) in the normal form coordinates.

Then the rnap R can be caleulateci by the decomposition

Rematk 5.4. Pmp. 5.3 is true for the hh-gmphic of elliptic type(Fig.

v

(a) Return map

(b) Blow-up of the hh-graphic
of elliptic type

Figure 5.2: The Poincaré first return map for the hh-graphic of elliptic type

5.3

Main Theorem on the convex graphic of saddle type

For the convex gaphic of saddle type, we have

Theorem 5.5. A convez hh-gmphic through a triple nilpotent saddle of codimensàon 3 has f i t e cyclicity if the generic hypothesis Pf(0)# 1 is satl9fed.
For the proof, by changing the vector field X to -X if necessary, we impose

Hypothesis 5.6. The wnvez hh-gmphac with a nilpotent saddle zs attmcting:

After the global blow-up in 53.1, for the convex graphic through a triple

nilpotent saddle, we get a total of 10 families of convex graphies: Sxhhl, Sxhh2,

- -, SxhhlO (se Tab. 3.5).
f d into three groups:

-

For each family Sxhhi (i = 1,2,-- ,IO), the graphics

the upper boundary graphic:
Sxhhia (i = 1,2,-0-,IO);
0

the intermediate graphics:

Sxhhib (i = 1,2,
O

,IO)Sxhh9d and SxhhlOd;

the lower boundary graphics:

Sxhhic (i = 1,2,

,IO), Sxhh9e and SxhhlOe.

To prove the finite cyclicity of the convex graphic with a nilpotent saddle, we have
to prove that dl the graphies iisted above have finite cyclicity.

Notation 5.7. For conuenience in the notation, in the following sections and next
chapter, let ro, po and

y0

be positive constants, we will always use

to denote the sections in normal f o m coordinates (ri,pi, &) in the neighborhood of

the four sangular points P, (i = 1,2,3,4).
We begin with the upper boundary graphics.

5.4

The upper boundary graphic

Proposition 5.8.

For the convex hh-gmphàcs of saddle type, under Hypothe-

sis 5.6, al1 the upper boundary gniphics have cyclicity one.

Pmof. As shown in Fig. 5.3, we study the Poincaré first retum map dehed on the
section Cq:

P :C.4 -+ C4.

(a) Saddle case

(b) Elliptic Case

Figure 5.3: Upper boundary graphics of saddle and elliptic type

We cari factorize it as

where

€34

and

e3are the second type of Dulac maps in the neighborhood of P4

and P3 respectively, FISand R are the regular transition maps.

4, the eigenvaiues are (1, -l,a3(a)),where for a E (-oo,O), 03(a) =
2(1- 2a) > O. By the normal form discussion in Prop. 4.6, depending on a0 4 Q
or a* E Q the vector field near 4 has the normal form of (4.8) or (4.9) with
a = 0 3 . Correspondingly, we use Pi (i = 1,2,--- ,N ( k ) ) instead of using ai to
At

make the distinction, especiaily

a = p3 - ü3(a)q3.

By Theorern 4.14, the second type Dulac map 8 3 = (€3, Z3): 73 +C3 has
the expression

where %(v, w (2,p l ) ) = #uPSw
O

(2,p l ) and 4(r3,h,w (%,-or)) satisfies the prop

erty (4.30). Due to the symmetry, the Dulac map €14 : q
f o m as of

+ C4 has the same

e3in (5.24).

We calculate the transition T43
: 74 +5 using the polar coordinates (3,g) =
(r cos 8, r2sin 8) in the chart F.R.. Then we bave

+
(1 + sin28)8

+

+ sin 8 ) + 0(r2)
2a) cos2B - 2 sin 0) + O (r)

(1 sin28 ) ) = r COS 9(acos213 sin2B

= sin O((1-

dr = -r cos O(acos2 0 + sin2B + sin 8 )
+ 0(r2)
de
sin B((1 - 2a) cos2 û - 2 sin 8)
Making the translation O = 8 + i, then

+

dr
sin #(asin2B + cos28 cos 8)
-=r
d0
cos e((1- 2 4 sin28 - 2 cos 8)

+ 0 ( r 2 ) = f (ë)r+ 0(r2).

Note that f (-8) = -f (@, the two symmetric sections 7-3 and
two symrnetric positions @ = go and fi = -fia

(5 .%)

correspond to the

. So integrating (5.25) from go to -go

gives that for Y = O

Let

Easily we have

Ti ( y ,a)= v . NOWwe calculate the first derivative of Tz.Note

that by (5.24), we have

For 8;' (v, gr), we bave

Hence by (5.2'1), (5.28), (5.26) and (5.29) we have that

Fzis at least C1 and

We calculate the transition map R in the chart P.R.3. For its first component,
we have Ri(u,y3) = v. For the second component Rz, as in Prop. 5.3, by using

the auxiliary sections and formula of [ALGM]in Prop. 5.2, we obtain
%(O, 0) = 7'.

It follows from (5.23), (5.30) and (5.31) that we have
det P(0,O) = 7'.
By Hypothesis 5 . 6 , ~ ' < 1. Hence the first return map P has at most 1fued point,

i.e., Cycl(Shhia)

< 1, i = l,2,

* * *

,IO.

Cl

Remark 5.9. In the proof we only use the fact 1- 2a > O . So for the elliptic case
with a E (O,

i),under the assumptàon in Rernark 5.4, the same proof gives that the

upper boundary hh-gmphic of elliptic type has finite cyclicity 1.

5.5
Let

Intermediate and lower boundary graphics

r be any intermediate or lower boundary graphic of the 10 families. To study

its cyclicity, as shown in Fig. 5.4, take sections Ii3 and II4

((as

defined in (5.22))

in the normal form coordinates (ritpi,&) (i = 3,4). We are going to study the
displacement rnap

or the displacement map

where R : Il3

-t

Iï4 is the transition map along the regular orbit in the nor-

mal form coordinates, and T : i&-+ ïi3 is the transition map passing through
the blown-up singularity. Then by the derivation-division method introduced by
Roussarie in [R86],we study the number of small roots of L = O or

L = O. The

maximum number of roots bounds the cyclicity.

We be@nwith the transition map R. Obviously Rl(v, g3) = v. For the second
component R2(4g3), it is %irnost affine" (the two passages near P3 and P4 have a
"funneling effect" [R98]).

Proposition 5.10. For any k E N and Vao E A = (-$,O),

thew ezist A.

c A,

a neighborhood of ao und ul > O such that V(a,P ) E A. x S2 and Vu E (O,ul),
&(u,

il)is Ck und

where

Ah0

4
l(u, i d )

is Cr and

Iios pmàsely the same form as Rz.

Proof. We limit ourselves to the second case:

a0

E Q Decompose the transition

map R as

R:=A;'OR~OA~

Figure 5.4: Transition map for the intermediate hh-graphics of saddle type

+ Cj,(j = 3,4) are the two Dulac maps of the first type in the
normal form coordinates near P3 and P4 respectively and R34 : C3 + C1 is the
where Aj : lIj

regular transition map.
(1). The Dulac map A3 and A4:

The systems near P3 and 9 have the form (4.8) or (4.9) with a = 4 a ) . By
Theorem 4.11, we have (a = 3,4)

where qi and

have the same property in (4.13).

(2). The transition map RM: it is the composition of the regular transition rnap

and two normal form coordinate changes on the section q and crd, so we can write
it as

where mMo(O) = O and mui (O) =

+ O ( v ).

Let

then by (5.35) and (5.37), we have

Let

be the inverse of (5.38). Then

q4 has the same property as of @4.

g4 =

then for the y-component of A&

where

F4(u, w ( 5 , -Pi), g4j has the same property as of 7,b4.

So if we let

we have

Hence, for the second component of transition map

by (5.35), (5.36) and

(5.39),a straightfonvard calculation gives the result .

O

The following proposition will serve to treat the intermediate graphics while
the lower boundary graphics will require ad hoc methods in each case.

Proposition 5.11. Assume that we have a convez hh-gmphic

r

of saddle or eC

laptic type show, in Fig. 5.4. Let

be the transition map along

the connection in the chart F.R.. Then if T satisjka

one of the follouing conditions:
0

T is the identitg whüe the gmphic b genenc (Le., 7'

Tz(O, g4) is nonfineor of order n,

< 1);

Proof. We consider the displacement rnap L or its inverse defined in (5.32). By
Prop. 5.10, the second component Rz(u,&) of R is alrnost affine, yielding the
results. 'I ha9 cyclicity

< 1in the fist two cases and cyclicity 5 n in the third.

O

It seems a priori ciifficuit to show that a transition map is nonlinear. For

al1 the cases, we d l deal with families of graphies. This allows an interesting
observation which we state in the tollowing proposition.

Proposition 5.12. It Ls possible to choose normaliiing coordanates near P3 and

P4 such that &(O,

pi, yi)

(i = 3,4) is onolytic.

Proof. We modify the normalization process. For both the saddle or elliptic cases,
the vector field near P3 c m be written as

where h(o,)L, r, p, y) = o(lr, p, y 1) and for both the saddle A = (-;,O)
A = (O,

4) case, we have q ( a ) = 2(1-

or the elliptic

2a) > 0.

Let us consider (5.40) for r = O. Then we get

For the subfamily (5.41), the tuple of eigenvalues (-1,

-CQ( a ) ) is

in the Poincaré

domain, the subfamily has no (resp. one) resonant monomial when u3(a0)6
(resp. a3(ao)E N). Hence there exists an analytic rnap

which brings family (5.41) into the normal fom

N

where p3 = ~ ~ ( aand,
~ )if,03(ao)4 N, then

n3

= 0.

Applying the rnap (5.42) to the original family (5.40) brings the system to

the form

For system (5.44), by Prop. 4.6, V(a,P) E A x V, there exists a Ck map of the
form

which brings system (5.44) into the normal form (4.8) or (4.9).
Combining the transformations (5.41) and (5.45) together, we conclude that
V(a,il) E A x V and for v

> O sufficiently small, a map bringing the original system

(5.40) to normal forrn has the form

Corollary 5.13. Assume thut Vao E A and Po E V(V c S2), we have a family
of gmphics of the saddle (convex) or ellapttc type which only differ by a segment
joining two nodes (Fig. 5.4). Let ï be any intemediate gmphic in the farnily.
Then V(o,ji) E A x V , the normal form coordinates g3,

con be taken so that

II3 and II4 in the normal fonn coordinates
in the neighbothood of P3 and P! respectiuely. Let I' n = (O, g:). Consider the
trunsition rnap ossociated with the graphic I'

&(O, pl yi) ia analflic. Take sections

If V(a,P ) E A x V , Tz(O,
g4) às nonlineor in the neighborhood of if,then its analytic
extension in its extension domaan Z in R is nonlineur at any particulor value of
f o r ( a , p ) E A x V.

Proof of Theorem 5.5
There are 10 families of convex graphics of saddle type (Table. 3.5). We have

proved in Prop. 5.8 that al1 the upper boundary graphics have finite cyclicity, so we
need to prove that in each family al1 the intermediate and lower boundary graphics
have finite cyclicity.

r be any intemediate graphic and let T : Ii4 + II3
be the transition map associated with the graphic r in the chart F.R.. Then by
Prop. 5.11, to prove the finite cyclicity of r, we only need t o venfy that for v = 0,
For each family, let

the map T or its inverse satisfies one of the three conditions of Prop. 5.11. For the
lower boundary graphic, a small adaptation is necessary since T may not be Ck.

Thus for each lower boundary graphic, we will study the nurnber of roots for the
corresponding displacement map L = R-l

- T or L : R - T-1 defined in (5.32)

or (5.33). Usuaiiy if the criterion that T is nonlineiv is used, the starting point is

chosen near the lower boundary graphic.
The map R satisfies Prop. 5.10 and R2 is almost &ne.

For the transition

map T, since r = O is invariant in the chart F.R.,so Ti(O, jj3) = O. We will go over

al1 the 10 families of graphics by considering the second component T2(0,
i3)or its
inverse.
For each family of the graphic Sxhhi (i = 1,2,

,IO),

we use

6 c SZ to

denote the set of p in which the family Sxhhi exists.
(1). Family Sxhhl

Family Sxhhl has a lower boundary graphic Sxhhlc which passes through a
hyperbolic saddle point in the chart F.R.(Fig. 5.5(a)). Let Xo@) be the hyperboîicity ratio at this point. Since in the chart F.R., r = O is invariant, by a linear
transformation and CCnormal change of coordinates, we can bring the system in

the neighborhood of the saddle point into a normal form.
Take sections
nates, let

--

= {@= yo) and C2= ( 5 = xo) in the normal tom coordi-

= (d, D) : Cl

for r = v = 0,

+ C2be the transition map.

Shen d(0, .) = 0, and

D is the Dulac map in the neighborhood of the saddle point.

By

Prop. 4.2 and Prop. 4.5, for v = O, there exists VloC VI,a neighborhood of Po,
such that V(aop) E A

A

60,
D c m be written as

where Po > O constant, a01 = A@)

(a) Famiiy Sxhhl

- Xo and iij = w ( 5 ,sol@)).

(b) Family Sxhh2

Figure 5.5: Thmition map T for the family Sxhhl and Sxhh2

+cl,To3:

+II3. They are the compositions of normal
form coordinate changes and regular transition maps, so V(a,P) E A x Ko,
we have
Let Tlo : lT4

where mroo(uo)= 0,

(PO)= O,

and miol
(O)~no3~
(0)# O. Then for T,we have

We deal with three cases

(1.1). If A(&) f 1.

By (5.48), (5.46) and (5.47), a straightforward calculation gives

X
where 4(Q)= O (i = 1,2), fi(v) = m,o,rn~~.
So for the displacement map L

defined in (5.32), its second component becomes

So, for (a,fi) E A. x Vlo and for v > O sufficiently small, in both cases A. > 1 or
A.

< 1, Lk(u,g4) # O. By Rolle's theorem, L(v,&) = O has at most one small root

in the neighborhood of

= O, i.e., Cycl(Sxhh1c) 5 1.

Note that for Y = O and V(a,ji) E A. x Via, we have

So in both cases Xo > 1 or AG < 1, T2(v,id)
is nonlinear in the neighborhood of

g4 = O, by Prop. 5.11, Cycl(Schh1b) is finite.
(1.2). If A@*) = 1 and a # -).

By

(5.48), (5.46) and (5.47)) for T2(0,&) , we have

In this case, we have to calculate the first saddle quantity of the saddle point.

Lemma 5.14. For the system (3.10), if a #

-i

and the saddle point hm hyper-

bolictty ratio equals to 1, then the fist soddle quantity equaLP to

Proof. Assume that we have system

which has a saddle point with hyperbolicity ratio 1, then by the formula in [JR89],
then the fint saddle quantity equals to

Let the saddle point be (&,&). After translating the singular point to the

origin, the systern can be written as

Since X ( h ) = 1, which is true if

+

then by ( 1 + 2a)go PPso= O, we have

After a linear transformation we bring the system at the saddle point to

where

and A. = a(4a - 1)& - (1

+ 2a)2iho > O.

So by (5.52) we get the first saddle

quantity q z in (5.50).

O

End of proof for Sxhhl.
If

1
= 0, since a # -5,
so plo = O. Then system (3.10) is symmetric with

respect to the y-axis, T2(0,g4) is the identity. By Prop. 5.11, Cycl(Sxhh1b) 5 1.

If Ci30 # O, by (5.50), the first saddle quantity

# O, so TZ(0,&) # O, thus T2is

a02

nonlinear in jj4. By Prop. 5.11, we have Cycl(Sxhhlb)is finite.
Now we deal with the lower boundary graphic Sxhhlc. By (5.48), (5.46) and
(5.47), we have

where &(O) = O(i = 1,2) and Cuo2 = *a02 f O.

Similar to the proof in [R86]for the 3-codimension case, by the standard
derivation-division method, we can prove that V ( a 4 E A. x

Via and

u

>O

sufficiently small, L2 = O has at most 3 roots. Thus we get Cycl(Sxhh1c) 1 3 .
For the case ji30 = O, system (5.53) is symmetric with respect to the y-axis,
so m401(0)mo3i(0)= and ,& = 1. Thus (5.54) c m be further simplified to

where ,&1(0)= (7'-1)

A. x

# O. The de~vation-divisionmethod ensures that V(a,ji) E

KO,and for v > O sufnciently small, L = O has at most two roots which @es

Cycl(Sxhhlc) 1 2.
(2). Families Sxhh2 and Sxhh3

For the family Sxhh2, system (3.10) has a semi-hyperbolic saddle on Sxhh2c
(Fig. 5.5(b)). Consider the map

z2.In this case for v = 0, D

= (d,D):Cl+

is the stable center transition near the semi-hyperbolic saddle, then by [DRR94],

Ki, i2 E PI, V(a, P ) E A. x ,&l

and Y > O sufficiently small, we have

So for T2,
by (5.48) and (5.55)we have

hence the finite cyclicity
which gives Cycl (Sxhh2c)5 1 and the nonlinearity of T2,
of Cycl(Sxhh2b).
By changing (x, t) ct (-x, - t ) , similax to f a d y Sxhh2, the result hold for
the family Sxhh3.
(3). Families Sxhh4 and Sxhh6

For the family Sxhh4,Sxhh5 and Sxhh6, the corresponding lower boundary
graphic has a saddle connection SIS2(Fig. 5.6). At Siand S2, the hyperbolicity

-

ratios are

-

Note that if XIA2 = 1, then p3 = O, this is just the case of family Sxhh5. So we
first consider the case XIA2 # 1 when we have families Sxhh4 and Sxhh6. Easy
caiculations show that the family Sxhh4 exists if and only if

Since system (3.10) in invariant under the transformation

so we only need to study the family Sxhh4 as long as we do not use y*

p

E &, we have AIX2

< 1 and Xz < 1. Let & E h,for the family Sxhh4, we have

to consider two cases:
( 3 . 1 XIAz

1. For

< 1, Ai # 1 and A2 < 1.

We tirst consider the lower boundary grahic Sxhh4c. In the chart F.R.,in the
neighborhood of Siand &, take sections Ci = {yi= 1) (i = 1,2), CIO= {xi= 1)

and

r2*= {x2 = -11,

and for i = 1 , 2 , let

be the transition map in the neighborhood of the saddle Si. Then, &(O, .) = O and
for

Y

= 0, D1and D, are two Dulac maps in the neighborhood of Siand 52 on

(a) Family Sxhh4

(b) Tkansition maps

Figure 5.6: Transition maps for the family Sxhh4

Instead of considering the displacement map L, we consider the displacement

where TI2is a regular transition map and Ta =

0

R O TI1is the composition

of two regular transition maps and a ck "almost affineyymap R. By [R86]and

[MouSO], there exist

1140, a neighborhood of f i such that V(a,jï)

EA x

ho,there

exist ckchanges of parameters on each section such that for the components of

we have

where A3 =

6> 1 for Fi E V& and &(O)

= O, mi > 0, & E

(Ir)(i = 1,2). Let

1 = 2 ~ ,X = I I +&. Then for the m a p z , we have

-

L2(v,x) = xA1(mi + q1(Y,2)) + El ( v ) - xA3
(ml + & (v,X)).

So
-4

L2(v,2) = A1zA1-'(ml

where &, 4 2

+ & (v,2 ) )- ~

+

~ ~ ~ ~6 1 (u,
- X))
~ ( m 2

(Ir).

Zeroes of &(u,

t)are

where 5 1 , fi2 > O and

the same as zeroes oE

&,$2

E

(Ir).

Then

Since Ai&

< 1, hence

sufnciently samll, &z)

Al

< X3 thus for ( a , ~E) Ag x E h o , and for v > O
# O, yielding a maximum of two zeroes of E, hence

Cycl(Sxhh4c) 1 2.
For the intermediate graphics Sxhh4b near Sxhh4c, as shown in Fig. 5.6,
the transition map T defined in Prop. 5.11 associateci with the graphic Sxhh4c is

the composition of three regular transitions and two Dulac maps. By (5.58)) a
straightfonvard calculation gives

where m(0) # O. So for v = O and V(a,p) E A. x ho,Tz is nonlinear. Thus by
Prop. 5.11 the graphic Sxhh4b has finite cyclicity.

Let Fi30 E

h,then

by Al (fi0) = 1 we have

Therefore the hyperbolic ratio at S2 is X2(pO)=
happen only when a E

(-a,

= - (1,0a)2
-A
1+0 E

P ~ O9 fi30

> 0-

(0, 1) (this case can

0)).

This case is in fact similar to the degenerate and non-trivial hyperbolic polycycle with two vertices considered in [Mou94]. As shown in Fig. 5.6, we have to

> 0, 4 < O and Il < 0, É2 > O separately. For the other
two cases, Cycl(Sxhh4c) 5 1. Here we only give a brief proof for the case Et > 0,
É2 < 0, details see [Mou94].
consider the cases

ÉI

Consider the displacement rnap

Z :c,, +c2

-1
-E = T 4 3 ~ A l-A2Ti2

By using the asymptotic expansion of [R86]for the composition of the Dulac map
near Siand a reguiar transition map, for &(v, il),we have

where y = il and Y = yl

+ E l ; ao2(0)> 0.

Let y = tgl. The study for y small corresponds to t E (O, tO).We will prove
that there exists to such that for p E hoand v > O sufficiently small, Z2(v, y) has
at most 2 zeroes t E (O, to). Indeed, as a huiction of t, 4 ( v , y) = O is equivaient to

which has the same form as the expressions considered in [R86].Note that m2X2>
O, so we have the non-degeneracy condition

for

E

hoand v > O sufficiently small.

For the larger zero=, note that

does not vanish for t > to and for ji E ho,v > O sufficiently srnall. Hence &4v, y)
has at most one zero for t > to. Therefore we have Cycl(Sxhh4c)

< 3.

For the intemediate graphic SxhhQb,the corresponding transition map T is
the composition of the above two Dulac maps and three regular transition maps,
by (5.58), we have that for u = 0, T2(0,
4) is nonlinear hence by Prop. 5.11 we

have Cycl(Sxhh46) is finite.

First note that, family Sxhh5 exists if and oniy if ji = (0,1,0).Then system

(3.10) in the chart F.R.is symmetric with a center (Fig. 5.7). For the intermediate
graphies, easily we see that for u = 0, the transition map T is the identity, by

Prop. 5.11, graphic Sxhh5b has finite cyclicity.

Now we consider the graphic Sxhh5c. The hyperbolicity ratio Xi and Xz
satisfy X1 = -$ > 1, X2 = -20

< 1and AIX2 = 1.

By Prop. 4.2, the Dulac maps defined in the neighborhood of the two saddles

where

&(v, xi)

(i = 1,2) satisfies ( I r ) for (a,fi) € AAgx

sufficiently s m d .

hl, u E

(O, VI) and xi

Figure 5.7: îkansition map T for the family Sxhh5

Consider the displacement map

where

where m321(0)m141(0)
= 1 because of the symrnetry of the system (3.10).

Then a straightforward calculation gives

with &11321
E (Ir).Also ?(O)

=

+.

Lb(v,11) has the same number of small roots xi > O as

Let Pl -

(A -1 X

1 4 X

,&2.

For the t e m zI
+,
*l
51

where

= w(xi,

pl).

By (5.63), we then have

we make the following deveiopment

= x:-6' = tl(l + B13)

which has the same number of zeroes as

where .J'(v) =

+,
* and +(O) = 7'.
v*

(W2)

Let L23= $, then

Since ?(O) = 7' # 1, then V(a,P ) E A. x

and for v

> O sufficiently small,

we have that Lzr does not vanish. So L = O has at most 3 roots which gives
Cycl(Sxhh5c)5 3.
(5). Families Sxhh7 and Sxhh8
As shown in Fig. 5.8(a), there is a saddle point and an attracting saddle node

on the lower boundary graphic Sxhh'lc. In this case

The hyperbolicity ratio at & becomes A&)

= -a < 1.

We first consider the lower boundary graphic Sxhh?c, as shown in Fig. 5.8(a).
We study the displacement map

where

(a) F d y

(b) Family Sxhh8

Sxhh7

Figure 5.8: 'Ransition map T for families Sxhh7 and Sxhh8

m T12: Cl,

-+

is reguiax transition map,

TL,(K

m

YI) = El + mlYl + O(Y:)

where ml # 0.

& : CZO+ Ë2,the Dulac map in the neighborhood of & which can be
written in the form of (5.46) with A = A2 < 1.

Tl2is the transition map which can be decomposed as
& : E l -+ Cl

is the transition map with inverse time near the
saddle node in the normal form coordinates and it is flat; T14: Cl -+ II4
where

and Ta2:ï13 +EZare regular transition maps and R is almost affine which
satisfies Prop. 5.10. Ail together we have

By (5.66), (5.46) and (5.67), for the second component of the displacement

map

z,if we let Y = El + m l y l + O(y:),

then we have

# O and 3 E ( I F ) .

where

A f i t derivation of &(v,yl) gives

which has the same number of srna11 roots y1 > O as

Since A2m& # O and q5(u,yI) is Bat, so L2,(v,
y,) # O for (a,p) E A. x

and

for Y > O sufficiently small. Therefore Cycl(Sxhh7c) 2 1.

For the intermediate graphic Sxhh7b, we consider the inverse of T, T-L :

II3 --+

n<, and decompose it as

It follows from (5.66), (5.46), (5.67) that we have

TC'(^^, 0) -t O.

Again by

Prop. 5.11, Cycl(Sxhh7b) is finite.

The finite cyclicity of family SxhhB follows from the invariance of system
(3.10) under the transformation (5.56) and the finite cyclicity of family Sxhh7.
(6). Families

Sxhh9 and SxhhlO

As shown in Fig. 5.9(a), the family Sxhh9 has two subfamilies of graphics:
intermediate graphies Sxhh9b and Sxhhgd; two boundary graphics Sxhh9c and
Sxhh9e.

F h t note that the graphic Sxhh9c that passes by an attracting saddle node
has the same structure as of the graphic SxhhZc, so we only need to consider the
lower boundary graphic Sxhh9e. As in Fig. 5.9(a), let the hyperbolicity ratio of
the saddle point be XI. Then for gaphic SxhhSe, we consider two cases:

(a) Famiiy Sxhh9

(b) Family SxhhlO

Figure 5.9: namition rnap T for the families Sxhh9 and SxhhlO

For gaphic Sxhhge, the corresponding transition rnap can be factorized as

T =T23~h2~T110hl~T41.
where

(5.68)

& : Cl + Clo is the transition rnap in the neighborhood of the saddle

point, its second component has the form given in (5.46) with A = Ai. The rnap

-

A2 :

-

t C2 is

the central transition rnap in normal form coordinates in

the neighborhood of the attracting saddle node, its second component satisfies
DZ(u,p2) = rnoy* with mo + O. T12and T2, and Tdlare regular transition maps.
A straightforward calculation gives that
T
2(pl i d )

where Y = E&)

= 6 (v) + m y A i
[1+ & (v,Y)]

(5.69)

+ m3& + O@:) with r n ~# O, mo sufficiently smaii and Zl(0) =

E2(0) = 0, & E (IF).

Then for the displacernent rnap L defined in (5.32), we have

where

(O)

# O.

A first derivation gives

If A, > 1, L;(u,Q4) # O which gives Cycl(Sxhh9e) $ 1. For the case AI < 1,
Li(v, 9 4 ) has the same number of small mots Q4

Y$$ E
Cycl(Sxhh9e) 5 2.
where

(Ir), ,th
SCI

?'(O)

> O as

# O we have L&(v,g4) # O which gives

For the intermediate gaphics Sxhhgd, note that Tzcan be written as

which is nonlinear, hence by Prop. 5.11, Cycl(Sxhh9d) is finite.
(6.2). Xi = 1
In this case, we consider the displacement map

Note that the hyperbolicity ratio Al = 1, so by using the asymptotic expansion in

[R86]for the map h2O Fil O &, we have

where ql= A&)
rno-

- 1, J = w ( x l ,sol) and ml, %(O) # O.

Since KI(O) = mi

-

# 0, the derivation-division method gives that Cycl(Szhh9e)5 2.
For the intemediate graphics Sxhhgd, the transition map T dong the graphic

can be factorized as two regular transition maps and a central transition map,

&) hacc a first derivation which can be sufficiently srnail, thus
obviously, T2(4
Cycl(Sxhh9d) is finite.
Therefore, the family Sxhh9 has finite cyclicity.
The finite cyclicity of the family SxhhlO is similar to that of the family Sxhh9
by reversing tirne.
Altogether, we obtain that dl the generic convex graphics with a nilpotent
saddle point of codirnension 3 have finite cyclicity, thus completing the proof of
Theorem 5.5.

O

Chapter 6

Finite cyclicity of graphics with a
nilpotent singularity of ellipt ic

In this chapter, we study the cyciicity of a graphic through a tnple nilpotent elliptic
point. There axe three types of graphics with a nilpotent elliptic singularity: Epp,
Ehp and Ehh. For the pp or hh-graphic, we assume that the graphics are generic.
For the hh-graphic, we assume that the nilpotent elliptic point is of codimension
3. Each graphic c m be concave or convex, but both cases share identical proofs.

6.1 Finite cyclicity of pp-graphics of elliptic type
In Table. 3.2, we have three families of ppgraphics of elliptic type: Eppl, Epp2
and Epp3. For al1 the ppgraphics, they do not have a retum map.
For the passage near the blown-up shpere, on r = O in the chart F.R, the
system has the form

So, if denote

Yi={p€s2lP,

=o,ji,

>O},

then by the result in 53.2, the ppgraphics dst if and only if ji E VI. Note that

if pl =

= O, an attracting or repeliing saddle-node exists on the passage

=O

depending on the sign of f i , so we divide VI into subsets

where

E (O, 1)

and such that

hlU VI, U Vi, = VI.

We will determine EO later.

The following proposition will be important in proving the finite cyclicity of
pp and hh graphics of elliptic type.

Proposition 8.1. Let S2 be the second component of the transition rnap S

ril

+ n2 in the normal form

coordinates. Then V(a, P ) E A x

:

and v > O

suficiently small, we have

Proof. The transition rnap S can be factorized as

where
(1) cY1 and iY2 are the Ck-coordinate changes normalizing the vector fit
nt Pl and P2respectively, and

where bli and k(i= 1,2) are functions of ri, pi respectively. On the sections B

and llz, we have pl = pz = po, so on r = O, we have

(2) Olo and @oz are coordinate changes between charts P.R.1 and F.R, F.R. and

P.R. 2 respectively. On the corresponding sections, they are linear:

(3) The transition map

in the original coordinates (5,y) in the chart F.R.,where 5 =

k.

In the chart F.R.with the coordinates (z,&r ) , we have system (3.9). Since u
is invariant, so Sl(v, 8 ) = v. On r = O, we have system (3.10). For P E VI,,system
(3.10) has no singular points on the inva,riant line f = O, so

z2is a CL regular

transition map and we can write it as

where mo(0)= O. For the coefficients ml (v) and m 2 ( v ) ,by Prop. 5.2, we have

where

By L'Hospital's rule,

Therefore, for

=

and p,

> O smail,we have

Then by (l),(2), (3) and (6.3), we have

Let

r be any ppgraphic in the family. To prove its finite cyclicity, as shown

in Fig. 6.1, we take sections Cland C2 in normal form coordinates in the neighborhood of Pland P2respectively. We study the displacement maps

Figure 6.1: Displacement maps for ppgraphics
where R : C2 -+

Ci is the regular transition map dong the regular orbit, and

T : CI -t Cz is the transition passing through the blown-up nilpotent elliptic
singularity.

For the transition map T, similar to Prop. 5.10, the passage from fi to P2
has the same "funneling effect", i.e., its second component T2is almost affine too.

Proposition 6.2. There ezists €0 > O such thut for any k E N, a0

e t A. c (O,

i),a neighborhood of a0 such that for V(a,jï)

E (O,

E A. x

i),there

VI,, Ti@,O )

VI,, T?'(O,O) is suficiently small. For
any (a,ji) E A. x Ci, and u > O suficiently small, the second cornponent Tz(u,
g)
of T is Ck,and

is suficiently small; while for (a,p) E

A

x

Pzoof. As shown in Fig. 6.1, we decompose the map T as

where S : IIl

+II2 is the regular transition map defined in Prop. 6.1, Ai and Al

are the first type Dulac maps in the neighborhood of Pland 4. They have the

same expression given in (4.12).

3 is studied in Prop. 6.1 using (6.3).

For fi E VI,, the transition map

For Po = (0,0, -1), system (3.10) has an attracting saddle-node on the invariant line. Hence we decompose

as

where

a

Too(v,)I : {I = -zoo) + (2 = zoo}is the center transition near the saddle

node. For its second component Tm&,

Y), in the plane r

= O, by the Ck

normal coordinates neax the saddle node we have
Tid4 id = m ~ ( v ) i ,

Therefore there exists

€01

lim mû0(v) = 0.

Pz+O+

> O such that for p

E Vi,(eoi),

T&(O,O) can be

sufficiently small.
-1

Similady, for Po = (0,0, l),we consider the inverse rnap T,,by which there
exists ~

> O such that for P E V I ~

0 2

TG''(o, O) can be sufnciently small.

. use EO to divide
Let E* = r n i n { ~ E~ ~~ ,~ )We

So for €0 chosen above, for jï E

2(0,O) =

mi21(0)

into three subcones in (6.1).

Vr,, S2has the same expression as (6.4), but

sufficiently small.

Then the same way as in Prop. 5.10, by (4.12), (6.3) and (6.7) a straightforward calculation gives the results.

O

Theorem 6.3. We consider a pp-graphic with a triple nilpotent elliptic point of
any codimension. I f the second component

R2 of the regular transition map R h a

its n-th derivative nonvanbhing, then Cycl ( E p p ) 5 n.

Pmof. There are three types of pp limit periodic sets through a nilpotent elliptic
point. To study the cyclicity, we consider the displacement map L or L defined

in (6.5). The transition T satisfies Prop. 6.2. For the regular transition map R,
easily, we have Rl(u, fi) = u; its second component

R2 is CL,we write it as

k

R2(4 i l ) =

C Ti(u)i'; +

05-91

O(#:).

i=O

where ?()(O)= O md Tl@) # O. By assumption, V(a,p) E A x S2, and Vu E (O, vl)
with VI > O sufficiently small, we have

So for the displacement map L, we have Li (v,il)= 0,and
k

For the graphic Epp3, note that V(a,p) E A. x

b,qi(0) #

O. Also by

Prop. 6.2, nZ1(ulW ) sufficiently small, so we have

which gives Cyd(Epp3) 5 1.

For the graphic Eppl, if we choose k 2 n, then by (6.6) and (6.10) and (6.ll),
V(c, p) E AQ x Vr, and Vu 'Y (O, pl), thece holds

So by Rolle's theorem, for any (a,fi) E A. x h,and Vu 'v (0, y),&(v,
at most n

small roots in the neighborhood of #l = O , i.e., CyJ(Epp1)

il)= O has
n.

For Epp2, we consider the map L,similarly we get Cycl(Epp2) < 1.

0

Proposition 6.4. I n the Theorem. 6.3, for the t m a t i o n map R tue assumed that

Pmof. In [GR99],
there is a detailed discussion on the intrinsic properties of a
transition map. By saying that the assumption @)(O,O) # O is intrinsic we mean
that this property does not depend neither on the choices of coordinate changes

which bring the system near Pl and P2 to normal forms nor on the choice of the
sections pardel to the coordinate axes in the normal form coordinates.
Indeed, in the coordinates (rl,pl,il), system near Pl has the normal form

IIl has the form (4.12). Assume that
by an another 'hearly-identity" change of coordinates, we bring the system near
(4.8) or (4.9). The Dulac map Al : Cl

--t

Pl into the same normal form with coordinates ( q , pl, il). Let
= {rl = rio}
and ni = {pl = pie) be two sections parametrized by the new normal f o m

-

coordinates g1 and

11

-

81 = (a,Dl) be the Dulac map Cl +IIi in the new normal

form coordinates. Then

i

LI

& has the same form as Al in (4.12), and we should have

are the compositions of coordinate changes and Ck regdar transitions respectively. Let

We o d y consider the m a t M c u i t case a0 E Q n A. Substituthg (6.13) and the
rc.

expre8sions for Al,

& into the second equation of (6.12),

we have

Equating the coefncient of monomial

in both sides of (6.14), we get a series of

equations about Gllj and milj . Then for j = 2,3,

- ,k, we have

Therefore we get

Let

be the corresponding composition of coordinate change and a d regular transition map.

then similarly to (6.16), we get

CI

Let R : El

+E2be the transition map in the new normal form coordinates, then

Therefore, by (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18), we have

Remark 8.5. I n the

new normal fonn

mordinutes (ri,f i , il)( i = 1,2 ), the

second wmponent of the tmnsition map T Ls still alrnost afine.

6.2

Finite cyclicity of hp-graphics of elliptic type

Hpgraphic of eliiptic type was not mentioned in [KS95i when the authors studied
the Sdegenerate polycycles and their "ensembles". For the hpgraphic of elliptic
type, we have Ehpl, 3, 4,

, 7 and one family EhpZ(a, b, c) in Table. 3.3.

Theorem 6.6. A hp-graphic with a nilpotent elliptic singngralurity of any codimension hos finite cyclicity prouided Conjecture 6.8 giuen below is true.
Proof. We consider the concave hpgraphic. By the results in Chap. 3, hp-graphics
of elliptic type exist if and only if

br = { P E

~~l~~=

O, P3

E VIU VIrü VIIIwhere

> @}

< -eL)*
VIII= { P E s2/ > 0, a2p; - 9(&p3 f 4 . ( - 3 ~ 2 + a&) 3 a
We will study the cyclicity of al1 the gaphics listed in Table. 3.3.

(1). Graphics Ehpl, Ehp2c and Ehp3

(4 Ehpl

@) E ~ P ~ c

(4 Ehp3

Figure 6.2: Displacement maps for gapàics Ehpl, Ehp2c and Ehp3

F h t we consider graphics Ehpl and Ehp3. As shown in Fig. 6.2, take sections
72

and Iï2 (Notation 5.7). We study the displacement map defined on 72:

where

T is the transition rnap dong the gaphic,

= e2is the second type of

Dulac map near P2.
Since the displacement map is defined on section

72,

so we begin with the

parametrization of the section 72. On 72, the coordinates are (r2,b) with r2h =
v,u > O smdl and invariant. We want to cover a domain
E

> O smdl. Then

r2fi

u

5

Ir21

< E , lprl < E , where

a2. SO Vu E (0, l), on the curve u = w 2 , ive have

= u2,
therefore rz, ~z E (E,

E).

We then pararnetrize the section

72

Let

using the coordinates (v,d ) E (O, E

~ x)

Z,,

1nc l n w
where 5 = (in;,
) ,
c (O, 1).

To prove the finite cyclicity of the graphies, we are going to prove that the
two functions p2(u,d ) and %(V, d ) have different convexity, i.e., F[(v, d) < O and
%(Y)

d) > 0.

We calculate F;'(u, d) first. Using coordinates (v,d) on section

e2= (&,E2),by Theorem 4.14,

where Il =

O

COD.Also V(u,fi) E A. x S2, for d E (O, 1) and u

uniformly

for

T=

we have

+ > 0; %(utw ud a l ) )= ?uPi w (g,al)and B2(v,ud,w
Po

72,

Id

(pO, -a')) is

> O sufficiently small, we have

(2,
E),u I - ~ E

also note that Qd E

(UE,E)

and up~(l-~)
E

(O,EP~),

so if we

derivate %(utd) with respect to d twice, then we have

So V(u,d ) E (O, E

~ x)

2, with E > O sufficiently s m d , there holds e ( u , d) > O

which means that ?&v, d ) is convex.
Next we calculate f2(u,d) and prove that 1[;2(v,d) < 0.

For the transition map F, we make the decomposition

where
O

Al is the first type Dulac map near Pl. It satisfies Theorem 4.11 with
= 0 1(a),

O

0 3

is the second type of Dulac rnap near Pa,it satides Theorem 4.14 with

o = a3(a): Using coordinates (v,r3) on section

coordinates by

where b =

Cg3 = -yO),

defined in normal form

we have

J&
> O a constant, and 83 (Y, 23,w (%,-& )) satisfies a similar
*O

property as B2 in (6.22).
O

S : II1 +II2 is the transition map defined in Prop. 6.1 with Sz in (6.4),

O

R : C3 -t Cl, a CL regular transition map

where m3io(O) = O and mail(0) > 0,

0

V : r2 -473, a Ck regular transition map which cm be written as

where

m231 ( O ) , mlal(O)

> O constants.

Let

Then for the transition rnap F, by (6.25) and using coordinates (v,d ) on the section
T*,

a straightforward calculation gives

where 833has the same property as of
Therefore for

2(v, d ), we have

(v, d ) = iPi+ar(l-d) (ln v ) l ( l + O(ud, ~ l - ~ ) )
[@3~11
(u)4&

+ o(vpSd)
+ &4(V,udi~(m231-,r

0

where 6i1(~)< O. So V(u, d) E (O, a2) x 5 with

E

(6.33)

-PL))]

> O sufficiently small, p{(u, d) <

O, i.e., %(y, d) is concave.

By (6.19), note that g(v,d ) is convex but Tz(u, d) is concave, so L(u, d) = O
has at most two small roots for (v, d) E (0, e2) x Zv with E > O sufficiently small,
i.e., Cycl(Ehp1,Ehp3)

< 2.

Now we consider the gaphic Ehp2c. There exists a repelling saddle node on
the gaphic. As shown in Fig. 6.2(b), consider the displacement map

Similar to the graphic Ehpl and Ehp3, using coordinates (v,d) on the section

T2(Y,d) is concave, t herefore
L(v, d) = O has at most 2 roots which gives Cycl(Ehp2c) < 2.

72,

t hen we can prove that

(v, d) is convex while

Remark 6.7. For the hp graphies Ehpl, EhpS and Ehpdc consadered above, we
studied the displacement maps defined on the section T* which i s transverse to the
passage j b m & to

q

along the equator. Since v = r 2 h *cr invariant, on 72, we

have f i = g. So it ia the p w a g e fmm P2 to P3 along the equator that forces the
two functions

T2 und T2to have d#èrent

convaity. Similar phenornenon happens

o n the passage /rom Pl to P4. Therefore, if a gmphic contains one of these two
passages und hua a structure simüur to that of Ehpl, then ü hm finite cyclàcity 2.
(2). Cyclicity of graphic Ehp2a

Ehp2a is a hpgraphic through a repelling saddle node. As shown in Fig. 6.3(a),

{i = yo), Cl = (5 = -xo) be the two sections in the normal form
coordinates near the saddle node in the chart F.R.. We consider the displacement
let

=

map

-

Cl is the stablecentre transition near the
saddle-node in the normal form coordinates (Z, i ) ,T31is the transition along the
where &(v, 2) = (

)

: CI -t

flow of the graphic.
For the transition &, obviously do@,2 ) = v; for D0(u,E ) , by [DER96], the
graph i = Do(%,
v ) is a solution of the following differential equation

where in this case F(5,cc, p, u ) = pz + ai?

(4Ebfla

+ 0 ( x 3 )+ O@).

(b) E'hp2b

Figure 6.3: Displacement maps for graphics Ehp2a and Ehp2b

For the transition rnap T31,we calculate it by making the following decomposition

where
0

:

-t IIJ, the

regular transition rnap which is the composition of two

Ck normal form coordinate changes and a regular transition rnap from the

saddle node to 8,Altogether, it is Ck,we denote it as

where maso (0) = O and mo31(0) # O.
0

A3 :II3 +CJ1is the first type Dulac rnap near Pl, it satisfies Theorem 4.11
with a = 03.
The reguler transition rnap R : C3 +Clis defined in (6.27).

m Al :

Cl + n1 is in the first type Dulac rnap near f i and it satisfies

Theorem. 4.11 with o = al.
0

Tm:II1 +cl,the regular transition map, analogue to TO3,it is Ck and

where m~w(O)
= O, rniol(0) # 0.
Then a straightforward calculation from (6.3?), (6.27) and (6.38), yielding
that for any k E N,

E (O,

f), there exist A. c (O,

i),a neighborhood of

and

y

> O such that V(a,p) E A. x

S2 and v E ( O , vl),T312(~i
&) is also d and

where

-

Since y = Do@,v ) is a connected graph, the generalized Rolle's lemma (Khovanskii
procedure) in [K84]shows that the number of solutions of (6.40) is at most 1 plus
the number of solutions of the following system

The above system is equivalent to

Eliminating @ from the equations (6.41), we have an equivalent equation

By (6.42), derivating with respect to I yields

- (fi2+ a2* + O (53))(

+

2 12 ~ O~ (5))]

which has the same number of smdl roots as of

Hence V(a,p) E Ai x

b2and VU 'y (O, u ~ )and
, for fi2 > O sufficiently small, the

equation Lz = O has at most 2 small zeroes, i.e., Cycl(Ehp2a) 5 2.
(3). Cyclicity of graphic Ehp2b

As in Fig. 6.3(b), let

CL= (5 = -sol

and

C2= ( 5 = xo) be two sections

transversal to the graphic Ehp2b, and consider the displacement map

- -

where &(v, 2) = (do,Do) :Ë2-t Cl is the centre transition near the saddle-node
in the normal form coordinates (2,y), and

TJiis the transition along the flow of the graphic which can be factorized as

where except for TO3,
the other four components are the same as in (6.36). For
- TO3
: C2 +II3,it is a regular transition rnap in normal form coordinates which

can be written as

Conjecture 6.8. We consider the vector field

with o saddle node ut the origin and a singular point at P at infinzty given b y
( 9 ,Z)

=

(y,
O ) , where (u,z) = (3,;)(Fig. 6.4). Let (5,g) be normal coordinates

near the origin and (6,
H) le normal coordinates near P . Then the tmnaitaon map

is nonlinear ut any point

go of (5 = xo), i.e., Vgo, there exists n 2 2 such that

Figure 6.4: The regular transition map T in the Conjecture 6.8

Remark 6.9. The system (6.46) P uery simple. To proue the above conjecture,
we see twù directions:

the first one ie on ezplicit culculation of

S.

the second one i s a geneml argument rimilar to that in Prop. 5.12. In thki
case there exàsts no analytàc normalking change of coordinates, but tue are
in the special case where the systern has on anolytic center manifold.
The conjecture implies that there exists n 2 2 such that -(O,

O) =

f

O. Then for the transition rnap T3i,we have

where for v > O sufficiently small, ~ ~ ~= *fi,,
~ ( 0# O.)
Now consider the displacement map

L := TJ1 - AO.Obviously Li@,y) = 0;

for L2,it follows from (6.43), (6.44) and (6.45) that we have

Derivating L2 with respect to i n times, we have

So L = O has a t most n small roots, i.e., Cycl(Ehp2b) 5 n.

(4).Cyclicity of Ehp4 , EhpS
For the graphic Ehp4, as shown in Fig. 6.5(a), there is a saddle point on the

Pa.In the normal form coordinates (2,i )on r = O in the
chart F.R.,take sections Cl = {Z = -xo) and E3 = {Y = yo) and consider the
connection from Pl to
transition map

- A. =(do,&)
:C3+Cl.

Since t = O is invariant, so d&,

f) = u. Let A. =

be the hyperbolicity ratio

at the saddle point. Then Do@,5) can be wrîtten in the form of (5.46).

u
Figure 6.5: Displacement maps for gaphic
Using the normal formal coordinates on the sections

and Cl, we consider

the displacement map

L : C, --+ Cl
#)

-t

(Li,L2)

L:=&-T,~
where Tal is the transition map the sarne as in (6.39). Easily we see LI(Y, Z) = O.

We will prove the finite cyclicity for Ehp4 by considering the displacement map

Lz(v, 5 ) in three cases.
Case (4.1). A.

> 1:

By (6.39) and (5.46)

Hence

we have

So by (6.51), L = O has at

Case (4.2). A.

most 1 small positive root.

< 1:

By (6.50) and let

Then for smdl 2,

Therefore &Y, I) = O has at most 1 small root and L2has at most 2 small positive
roots.
Case 3. Xo = 1:

In this case, by (6.39) and (5.46), L2= O is equivalent to

where for the first saddle quantity a02,we have a02 = 2a(2a - 1) - 1 # O.

Indeed, for the vector field at the saddle point, after a translation and a linear
transformation, we cm bring system in the neighborhood of the saddle into the
following form

By Lemma. 5.14, we obtain the first saddle quantity a&,

for a E (O,

i),

P ) = 2a(2a - 1) - 1 and

# O. Then from (6.52) and by the standard derivation division

method in [R86],we conclude that L = O has at most 2 smail zeroes.
Therefore, for the graphic Ehp4, we have Cycl(Ehp4) 1 2.

For the 1.p.s. Ehp5, since the retuïn map can be written as a composition
of regular transition maps and maps with derivatives sufficiently small, we get

Cycl(Ehp5) 5 1.
( 5 ) . Cyclicity of Ehp6

and Ehp7

For the graphic Ehp6, the passage from Pl to P3 is just a regular orbit. Similar
to the graphics Ehpl and Ehp3, as shown in Fig. 6.6, we coasider the displacement

where AL : Ci

+ ni and A3 : II3 --+ C3 are the

first Dulac maps in the

neighborhood of Pl and P3, they satisfy Theorem 4.11 with a = ai and a = q
respectively;

Tl3 : IIl -+ II3 is the regular CCtransition map.

So, for TI3,we

(a) graphic Ehp6

(b) graphic Ehp7

Figure 6.6: Displacement maps for graphics Ehp6 and Ehp7

have

(6.53)

Then by (6.27) and (6.53), it is not difficult to see that L(Q1,v ) = O has at most

<

one small zero. Hence Cycl(Ehp6) 1.

For the graphic Ehp?, the return map can be written as a composition of reg-

ular transition maps and maps with derivatives sufficiently small, so Cycl(Ehp7) s
1.

Each limit periodic limit has finite cyclicity under extended conjecture, yielding finite cyclicity of the hp graphic.

O

6.3 Finite cyclicity of hh-graphics of eiiiptic type
In this section, we study the 12 famüies of hh-graphics Listeci in Table 3.4. We
state the main resdt in 56.3.1 and give a generalized Rolle's Theorem

in 56.3.2.

The main theorem is proved in 56.3.3 and $6.3.4.

6.3.1 Main Theorem on the hh-graphics of elliptic type
For the hh-graphic of elliptic type, we have

Theorem 6.10. An hh-graphic through a triple nilpotent ellàptac point of codimension 3 has finite cyclicity if the generic hypothesis PP(0)
# 1 is satisfied.
For the proof, by changing the family X to -X if necessaxy, we impose

Hypothesis 6.11. The hh-gmphic with a nilpotent elliptic point Lg attmctzng:

In Table 3.4, there are 12 families of hh-graphics of elliptic type: Ehhi (i =
1,2,

--

,12 ) . By Remark 5.9, al1 the upper boundary graphics in the 12 families

have finite cyclicity 1. So to prove Theorem 6.10, we need to prove that d l the
lower boundaxy graphics and intermediate graphics of the 12 families have finite
cyclicity. We will finish the proof in two separate sections: in 56.3.3, we prove that
al1 the lower boundary graphic have finite cyclicity, in 96.3.4, we prove that al1 the
intermediate graphics have finite cyclicity.
Before going into the proof of the main theorem, we do some preparations.

6.3.2

Generalized Rolle's Theorem and a transition map

We have Rolle's Theorem to deal with functions of one variable. In proving the
finite cyclicity of hh-graphics of elliptic type, we will have to study the number
of intersections of huo planar curves, hence the following generaüzation of Rolle's
Theorem is useful.

Theorem 6.12. (Genemlized Rolle's Theorem) Let

2) = ( x i , q)x (yi,yz). Let

F(x,y), C ( x ,y) be two funetions continuow on D and smooth in V. Assume that

in D,F'..(x,y), Fi(x, y) # O. Consider the system of equations

Denote the number of intersections of F ( x , y) = O and G ( x ,y) = O in the region

D by #(F,G)and let

Proof. Fint note that if V(x,y) E V ,F(x, y) # O, then

#(F,G)= 0, and the

conclusion holds.
Assume that there exists a point (xO,yo) E D such that F(xo, yo) = O. Since
F(x, y) is smooth and F, (x,y) # O, by Implicit Fiinction Theorem, there exists
Z0

> O such that F(x,y) = O defines a unique smooth curve: y = f(z),in (xo -

go,xo

+ Êo). As F:(x,

y) f 0, the hinction y = f ( x ) cm be extended both ways

to the boundaries of the region. Let [x3,x4]be the maximum interval in which
y = f ( x ) is defined. Then xi

5 2 3 5 x4 5 22.

The curve y = f ( x ) ,x E [x3,q]is the unique branch defined by F(x, y) =
O in the region

-=

F:(x,y)F'(x, y)

f '(x) =

V. Indeed, if x4 < q ,since Ff(x, y), Fi(x,y) # O, so either
> O or Fi(x,y)F'(x, y) < O. In the fht case, then for x E [x3,14],
< O, yielding f ( ~ 4 =
) Yi Therefore, V(x, y) E ( ~ 4 , Q j x [YI,Y*]

t here holds

If z1 < 23,similady, we can prove that V(x,y) E [ X I , X ~x)[YI,yz], F(x,y) # O.
So y = f ( x ) ,x E [x3,x4]is the unique curve defined by F ( x ,y ) = O in the region

-

[xi,x2l x 6 1 y21
Let g(s) = G(x,f (x)).Then we turn to study the number of roots of g(x) = O

(2,Y) E

9

for x E [x3,x4]. Since

by Rolle%Theorem,

We will use Theorem. 6.12 for a pair of functions F, G in a region depending
on P.

To study the cyclicity of the family Ehhl, except for the nonlinear transition
map S defined in Prop. 6.1, we need the following transition rnap U to be noniinear
too.

Figure 6.7: The transition map U :rl

+r4

Proposition 6.13. Let LI = (Ul, U2): r l

-t TA

nonnal form coordànates (see Fig. 6.7). If o #

where
fil43

*

Le the truwition rnap in the

i,f , then

is a positive constant. firthermore, if mu2

# O, then

# O;

if

# O, then m i 4 3 # O*

Proof. The map U is a regular transition map dong an invariant line (ri = O) n
{pl = 0). Since ri = O and pl = O are invariant, so we can write U = (Ul,
Uz)in
the form of (6.55) and calculate the derivatives %(O, O), ,@(O, 0) in the plane
pl = O, calculate the derivatives g ( 0 , O), $(O,

O) in the plane rl = 0.

We begin with the derivatives with respect to rl. In the plane pl = 0, the

system (4.6) becomes

where hl and

h2 axe Cmfunctions and h2 = E2a + O(ïl).

We are going to do the calculetions using system (4.6) in the original coordinates (ri, Pl, 51)

In the neighborhood of Pl, system has the form (4.6). By the normal form
change (4.7), system (4.6) is in the normal form (4.9) or (4.8). In the plane pl = 0,

5,

if a # f , the section 71 = {yl = yO) becornes

where

Similarly, in the coordinates (ri, pl, gi), the section 74 = {gr = -yo) becomes

where

dd0(yo) =

2

- Y0 + O(Y:)

Then, for E ( 0 , O), by Prop. 5.2, we have

Now we calculate $(O,
O, so we have

where

O). By Prop. 5.2, since we are in the case P1(O,y,) =

and

=-

* ~ 2 ( 1 + O(?/o))

-

(a

do(~0)

a

+ 81)(il - a)

2-6a

s-BO

Y;-%

J

dro(u0

dio(u0)

lim

1

(a + Y l M l - a)
a-ua
g;-aa ( 1;2a
fjl)
3 e

dg1
J

2 4 1 + 40)
2-Sa

1-2a

6-&,

-3

( T ) YQ

Hence, by (6.63) and (6.64), we have

dih

a*

-

6-84

1-2a

( )

2-&,

Therefore, it foiiows from (6.61),(6.62) and (6.65) that we have

So, if we take y0 > O srnall, then by (6.66), $$(0,0)

= *E*.

Now we prove that %(O, 0) # O. In the plane rl = 0, the systern (4.6)
becomes

We still use system (4.6) in the original coordinates ( r l pl,
, gl) to do the
calcuiations.
In the plane ri = O, i f a #

,;

5, the section 71 = {Y1 = yO) becomes

where
~IO(Y0)

= Y0 + O(Y,~)

dir (MI)= 9 + ~ ( Y o )
Similarly, in the coordinates (rl,pl, el), on ri = O the section r d = {& = -yo)

becomes

w here

Then, for $(0,0),

by Prop. 5.2, we have

Now we calculate $(O, O). By Prop. 5.2, note that q ( 0 , qi) = O, so we have

where

and

By (6.73) and (6.74),we have

It follows from (6.71),(6.72)and (6.75)that we have

So,if we take y0 > O small, then by (6.76),%(O, O) = *Da.
By the invariance of v = q p l = r2p1 and (6.55), we have

Equating the coefficients of tems of rl and pl respectively on both sides of
(6.77), we have

Since m1rifi141= 1, so by (6.78) we have that if
ml43

# O, then ml43 # 0.

ml42

# O, then

mil2

# O; if

a

Corollary 6.14. For the tmnaition rnap V : 79 +73 in the nomaal foma coordi-

Proof. Just note that in the plane pz = 0, the system is the same as system (6.57)
except the term r2hl will have different sign which does not influence the first and

second derivatives.

O

6.3.3 Lower boundary hh-graphics of elliptic type
In this section, we will first prove that for a generic hh-gaphic through a triple
nilpotent elliptic point of codimension 3, ail the corresponding 12 lower boundary
hh-graphics have finite cyclicity.
Among the 12 lower boundary graphics, Ehhlc, Ehh2e and Ehh3e pess through
both passages P2P3and PiP4dong the equator (Remark 6.7), and require a special
treatment. hdeed in general an explicit formula does not exist for the inverse of
the second type Dulac map. We will replace the study ûf zeroes of the displacement
map by the study of the zeroes of a system of two variables using generalized Rolle's

Theorem.
To prove the finite cyclicity of the graphic Ehhl, we give the following lemma.

Lemma 6.15. For the system in the neighborhood of P3, $ 0 3 =

Il n E N, then

the jirst saddle quantity is noruen, for the 2-dimeruional system on p = 0.
1-20
PmoJ By (3.8) with i = 2, after a translation y = y2 - 2,
system on p = O in

the neighborhood of P4 can be written as

2n-1
where 4 3 = 2(1 - 2 4 . In the case a3 = k, n E N, we have a = 7
.

By the linear transformation y = z

where E2 =

+ -&r,

system (6.80) becomes

*.

For convenience, we still keep a in the higher order terms.

By normal from theory (see for instance [GH83],
[IY91]), we will obtain the

normal form of (6.80):

where

a,the coefficient of the term rZn+', is the first saddle quantity.

In order to obtain the normal form (6.82) from system (6.81)) we rewrite
system (6.81) as

To prove

$ O, we are going to apply the normal form theory to sys-

tem (6.83). The proof goes

terms r z , rz2,

in two steps. For any n

,rzn. In the second step,

8 a x (-2)'~"~.
i=O

,rzn successively

(1.1). Kill the term rz fmt

N, we will first kill the

we get rid of the nonresonant part

QO

(1).Ki11 the terms rz, r t , -

E

Let z = zi

+ rbl+

Then by (6.83),we obtain the equation of tl:

+ + E2(j+ 3).

where Clj = 8abi(j 1)

Let bi = &. SOwe have

where for clj with j E N, we have

cij

+ + ( j + 3)] # O and dl the

= cz[8a(j 1)

coefficients cl, have the same sign as of E2.
Note that if n = 1, the coefficient of the resonant term rz: satisfies cl0 # 0.
Then the first step stops here.

- 2 steps of near-identity transfork = 2, ,n - 1, we get rid of the ternis

(1.2). Let n 2 2. Assume that by n
mation of the form

rz:, r z f ,

a-1

=y

+ 6&,

-- - ,rzr-', and obtain the equations of z,,

where for j 2 n - 2, G, $ O and they have the same sign as of E

(1.3). Ki11 the nonresonant term rr:: in (6.84)
Let x,, = w + b n w n , then the equation of Y becornes

~ .

Hence w satisfies

where

q+l,,

= -[16abn

+ (-S)"-'Ç,,~-I].

Let bn = - n ~ , ~ - ~ ( - 2 ) ~then
- ~ ,we get rid of the term rwn in (6.85) and
obtain

Therefore, we bnng system (6.83) into the form

(2). Rernove the nonresonant part

we can solve for 2:

-&

By (6.88), obviously we have the relation

So if we make the change of coordinate (6.88), by (6.89), we bring system (6.87)
into

Note that in removing the higher order nonresonant tems in (6.90), the
tefm

Zn+'
will be invariant. Hence we get that the first saddle quantity
O
# O*

-Cn+~,nr

& = -%+1,*

Theorem 6.16. The generic graphic Ehhlc thmugh a nilpotent elliptic point of
cudinaension 9 hm finate cyclzcity. For the generic gmphics Ehh2e and EhhJe, we

have Cycl(Ehh2e,Ehh3e) 5 2 .

Figure 6.8: The displacement maps defined on .ri and 72

Pmof. For my (ao,po) E A x

we have three families of hh graphics with lower

boundary graphics Ehhlc, Ehh2e and Ehh3e respectively. As shown in Fig. 6.8,
take transversal sections IIi,Ci+* (i = 1,2) and Tj ( j = 1,2,3,4) in the charts P.R.

P.R.4 respectively (sections were defined in 5.7). On the section 72, the
coordinates are (rz,f i ) with r2fi = V , v > O small. We want to cover a domain
Irz[ < E, I f i l < E, where E > O small. Similar to what we have done in Theorem 6.6
1, 2 , 3 and

for gaphic Ehpl in (6.20), on

7-2, let

We then parametrize the section rz using the coordinates (v, d) E (0, E*) x Z',
where I ,=

(k,
e)
c (O, 1) and u E (0,l). Similarly, on the section

TI,

let

We use coordinates (v, c) E (0,e2) x Tu.
To study the cyciicity of the lower boundary graphics, we are going to study
the displacement maps defined on the sections TI and

r2

respectively with images

in II, and C4, aamely, by using Theorem 6.12 in a region depending on v with
v

> O sufficiently small, we will study the number of roots of the system

for (a, fi) E A. x

& (i = 1,2,3) with

(c, d ) E

x

5 and V,E > O sufficiently

srnail.
The proof will go in several steps.

(1). Developing the transition maps

(i = 1,2,3,4).

(1.1). The transition map Ti.The map Tl:71 +II1 L the second type Dulac
rnap near Pl. By Theorem 4.14, for

T

= uC and p =

it has an expression

similar to (6.21) with

where I I =

++> O;
Po

e3= e l . Hence

w($,al)) = *yPi

~ ( 5al),and @i(v,v C , w ( g ,

-ai))

is

C* and satisfies the same properties as of e2 in (6.22).
(1.2). Transition map T4.

The transition map

c m be factorized as

w here
a

U : rk + TI is the regular transition map defined in Prop. 6.13. In the
coordinate c on 71,the first component Ulof the map LI can be written as

where by Prop. 6.13, m14i(0)# O, rnl42(O) = *Q and ml(~(0)= *Pa0*
a

e4: .r4 + C4, the second type Dulac map near P4which satisfies Theorem 4.14 with a = q.By (6.93), we have
~4

Let m4 =

=~

~

-

y.Using (6.94) we have

+~O(Y',
( Y'-')).
m ~

~

~

(6.94)

So by (6.93)) (4.29) and (6.95), for the second component of the transition
map T4,we have

where

where KL42,

a))we still keep r4 as func-

are nonzero constants; in % ( y , w (2,

-a))is CCand satisfies

tion of c in (6.93); also g41(v,vl+, w(m4u1-',

(1.3). Transition map T2 The transition map

where

ea:72 +II2, the second type of Dulac map near Pz, using the coordinates
(u,d ) on the section rz, is given in (6.21). rh (u,w

(5,ai))= FuP1,w,(ud al).
O

Also B2(v,d, w ( c , -ai))is Cw and satisfies the sarne properties as of Oi in
(6.22).

S-l : IIz --+ iTl is a CCregular transition rnap defined in Prop. 6.1. We can
write its second component as

where mzlo(0) = 0, m2i1(0) # O and by Prop. 6.1, for Ehhlc, m212(0) =

while for EhhZe(resp. Ehhte) m211(0)can be sufficiently small (resp.
sufficiently large) .
By (6.98), for the transition map T2,
we have

where

is CCand has the same properties as of 81 in (6.22).

and

(1.4). The transition map T3 For the transition map T3 : 7 2

+ CI,it can

be factorized as

T3=Roe30V
where
0

V : T*

+ 73,

the regular transition map defined in Coro. 6.14. Using the

coordinates (v,d) on the section 7-3, we have

where by Coro. 6.14 we have ~ ~ ~= mici
~ ( (O)0 (i )= 1,2,3).

e3: ~3 + 03, the second type Dulac map near P3 which satisfies Theo= 2(1- 2 4 .
rem 4.14 with uJ(ao)

137
0

The regular transition map R : Ca -t C4 is Ck and can be written as

{

where by Hypothesis 6.11, we have m341(0) < 1.

So it follows from (6.100), (4.29) and (6.101) that the transition map T3
satisfies

where 031 is cCand sathfies the properties of Odl in (6.97), also

and in rnaO(v,w ( z ,

a))we still keep

r3

as the function of d in the expression (6.100).

To get the cyclicity of Ehhlc and Ehhk, we are going to apply Theorem 6.12 to
study #(F,G) of the foiiowing system

for (a,jï) E A0 x S2 and (c,d ) E 'D,, where '0, is a square whose size depends on u. With

v = & a n d u ~ ( O , l ) , thenVu=&xZu.

(a). b c t i o i i s FV(c,d) and G,(c, d) clatisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.3.2.
< v c E ~ FY(ct
,
d) and GU(c,d) are continuous on 'D, and smooth in Vu. Note
we have vleC E ( u e , ~ )h, e m V P ~ ( ~ - C E
) (O,&P1).
SO for O < Y < 9
that Vc E (k,
and V(c,d) E Vv with r > O sutnciently smail, by (6.23), a k t derivation gives
For O

where Ill =

e),

-+,Bli(u, vC,w ( $ , a l ) ) i8 ckand satisfim the properties (6.22). Since for
Po

z > O sufnciently small,(x*'w(x, al))'= Z P ~ - ~ [ ~ ~al)
U (-Xl], > O, for 011 with c E Z,,
we have the

estimation: Bll(v, v c , w ( Z ,al))= o(+w(E,

Similady, for O

al)).

< v < e2 and V(c, d ) E 'D, with E > O sufnciently s m d , we have

where f2(0) = 11m211(0)# 0, f21 =

-wland ln
Po

= 2611:m212.

A h for Ehhlc,

i2*(0) = *mziz(0) = *fi3(). For e2&, ud,w vd
( ~-al)),
,
it is ckand satisfies the properties
(6.22).

By (6.104) and (6.105), for O

< Y < 9 and V(c, d) E D,,with E > O sufnciently

s m d , F,(c, d ) and G,(c, d ) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.12. So we have

Therefore, for q4(u,w ( 2 , Pl)), by (6.93) and similar to (6.23) we have

So by (6.96), (6.102) and (6.107) and direct derivation, we have

where 8&,

Let

-a))

u'-~~
, ( r n ~ v l - ~ , and 8&,

~ ( r n 4 d - -&))
~ , are ckand satisfy

It foiiows fiom (6.104), (6.105) and (6.108) that

Then for O < u < 9 and V(c, d ) E 'D, with E > O sufkiently small, the equation

Cl(v,c, d) = O is equivalent to equation G2(v, c, d ) = O, where

w here

Simüar to what we did in (1) with the funetions FW(c,
d ) and GU(c,d ) , one can
check that for O

< v < 8 and V(c, cf)

E Vu with E

> O sufficiently small, G2(u,c,d ) and

Fu(c, d) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.12. Hence we have

Let

G3(u, C, d ) := -Ü1l1J[F,G21(4 î 4
%G;d

Then a straightforward calculation gives

By (6.109), if for O

<v <

e2 and V(c,d) E 'O, with

E

> O sufnciently smail,

&(v, c, d ) # O, then # (G2,J[F,G z ] ) = O and we already finish the proof. Ot henvise,
similar to the proof in the Theorem 6.12, G2(v, c, d) = O defines a unique connected cuve

By iterating the relation (6.112), the unique curve defineci by G2(4c, d) = O can

be written as

where

Substitute (6.113) into G3(v, C, d) and let

Then a straightforward calculation gives

where

and

In order to get the cycîicity of Ehh2e, Ehh3e and Ehhlc, are wül study the nurnber
of mots of the equation g(v, d)= O for d E (O,1) and Y > O sufficientiy smali.

(6). Cyclicity of Ehhae and EhhSe: Cycl(Ehhae, EhhSe)S2.

For the graphic Ehh2e (resp. Ehh3e), eince mzil(O) can be sufficiently small (resp.
large), so ?(O)

-+

1 (resp. sufliciently large), hence for (a,f i ) E A. x

Vi,(resp.

(a,

P) E

A. x VI, ) ,and Vu E (O, vo) and d E (O, l),by (6.ll5), in both cases we have g(v,d) # O.
Therefore, #(G2, J[F,Ga])= O and by (6.110), we have #(F,G) 1 2, Le., Cycl(Ehh2e,
Ehh3e)< 2.
(6). Cyclicity of

Ehhlc when mzll (O) 5 1. (Thiscontains the case

= 0)

For the graphic Ehhlc, by (6.116), we have

By Hypothesis 6.11 we have mMl(0) < 1, so ifm21i(0) 5 1, then by (6.118) we have
~ ( 0 #) O, hence CycI(Ehh1c)5 2.

> 1, we will study the equation g(v,d) = O
and d E & for a~ E (O, 1.) \ Q and a0 E (O, $) n Q in (7) aad (8)

For the graphic Ehhlc with 771211(0)
with O

< v < E~

respectively.
Note that if

= 0, then mzll(0) = 1which is the case when p30 = 0, it is already

included in (6); also note that the nilpotent eiiiptic point is of codimension 3, so €2 # 0.
So in the following two cases, we have

(7). Cyclicity of Ehhlc when rn211(0) > 1 (fia0 > O): Case a0 E (O, f ) \ Q

For a* E (O, )) \Q let Nl = [&JI, then function g (v, d) in (6.115) can be simplified
to

Let

Then after

[k]+ 1 steps of successive derivation and division in (6.121)) we get

where iTl (0) = *rnzI2(0) = *P30

# 0) and by (6.119), &(O)= *d2(0)# 0.

We introduce a Lemma.
Lemma 6.17. Conaider the equation

/or v E ( 0 , s ) and d E
and [;(0)&3

(O)

(k,
")
with u E (O, 1) and

E

> O suficiently srnalL If

>1

# O o r 3 1 < 1 and il(O)[; (O)# O, then L(u, d ) = O hoc ot most 1 solution.

Pmof. For the case 51 > 1, L(v,d) can be simplified to

Note that

ï a ( ~ ) b#(O,~so) we have two possibilities:

r if & (O)&
(0)

d) # O, thue L(u, d) = O has at most one solution.

< O, then

Altogether, C(v,d) = O has at most 1 solution.

The case

c 1 is similar.

End of proof of Theorem. 6.16
in tbis case, note that we have

$1 (o)&(o)&(o)

# O and

# 1,

so applying

Lemma 6.17 to the fuction in (6.122), we conclude that g[+ (u, d) has at most 1 root.
03

So g(v, d ) = O has at most [&]

+ 4 roots. Hence Cycl(Ehh1c)

[&]

+ [h]+ 4. Thus

for a* E (O, &)/Q the graphic Ehhlc has finite cyclicity.
(8). Cyclicity of Ehhlc when mzii(O) > 1 (jim > O): Caae q)E (O,

f)nQ

For the graphic Ehhlc, if a. E (0, f) nQ then o l ( a o ) ,q ( a o ) E Q For a = 4 3 , let
oi(oo)= $,pi, qi E N and (pi, qi) = 1, thus we have t
I

h subcases:

In-1

n E NI
In this case, we have ql 1 2, ai < pl and p3 2 2. Then for u > O sufficiently small,

(8-1)- C-e

a0

E (0, $1 n,Q ,\ {

we have 61 < pl and

[k]< q3. Note that in th* case & $ N, thesefore the equation
ol,

(6.115) can be reduced to

Applying the DI? process (6.121) [&] steps to the function g(u,d) in (6.123), we
get

where &(O)

# O, (i = 1,2,3).

Then by Lemma 6.17 we obtain that g,,,&,d)
g(v, d ) = O has at most
(8.2). Case a0 = &,n

= O has at most 1 solution, then

[k]+ 4 solutions, Le., Ehhlc has tkiite cyclicity.
E N,n

# 1,2

This is a particular case of (8.1). In th* case, we have oi(ao) = pl = n > 1 and
~ ( 0 0 )=

q3

$ E ( 1 3 ) . Thus for u a ( s ) =

with p3,q3 E PI and (p3,q3) = 1, we bave

2 2. Then g (v,d) can be reduced to

+

+

g(v, d ) = ~ ( u ) 62(u)u'-~

O(U l-d)

+ 63( u )ud + o(ud).

Similar to the proof of the Lemma 6.17, we obtain that ?(ut d ) has at most 1 solution
which gives that Cyd(Ehh1c) 5 3.
(8.3). Caae U(J = 1

In thîs case, we have q($)
= 2, pi = 2, qi = 1 and u ~ ( u=~1,)m = q3 = 1.
For the second type of Dulac map neat &, by Theorem 4.14, we have

By Lemma 6.15, we have the f h t saddle quantity at P3 a # 0.
Then the function in (6.115) has the form

where 6 i 1 ( ~can
) vanish, 6i(0)=

*4)
= *Pa0 # 0, and %(O)

= *h # 0.

By applying the standard division-derivation method to to the function g(v, d) in
(6.125), we can kili the terms ~ ( uand
) ud. Then the number of roots of g (v,d) = O is at

most 6 plus the number of roots of

w h e ~Si (O) = *Ji (O) # O (i= 1,2).

ul-d 8
Let g3( v ,d ) = 7;;y
.&d(u-(1-d)g2(v,d ) ) , then

Again applying Lemma 6.17 to the hiaetion g3(u,d) we condude that g3(4 d ) = O

hm at most 1 root, so for
(8.4). Case

= ?,*

= $, CyJ(Ehh1c) 1 9 .

n E N, n # I

In this case, we have ol(ao) =

< 1, pl = 2, qi

= 2 n - 1 and cr3(ao) = ,;1

p3 = 1, q3 = n.

Since 01

< 1, so this is a casa similar to the case (8.3),but simplier. The function

in (6.115) has the form

where &(O) = *mzi2(0) = *PIO# 0, and by Lemma 6.15, &(O) = *& # 0.
Afier killing the t

m

( j = 1,2,

,n - 1) by

similar to the process in (8.S), we obtain that Cyd(Ehh1c)
(8.5). Case a0 =

n

the DD process, then

+ 4.

3

Note that in this case, cri($) = pl = 1,

4 3 ) = 5. Then the huiction in (6.115)

has the form

where &(O) = *a>($)
and &(O) =

*a# 0.

In this case we need to calculate the saddle quantity q for the 2-dimensional system

near Pi on r = O. h thie case, system near PLon r = O becornes

Then by the formuia (5.52) introduced in Lemma 5.14, we have the saddle qumtity

Then similar to the case @.a), we obtain the finite cyclicity of Ehhlc.
Altogether we have p r o d Eàhlc has fmite cyciicity.

O

Next we study the rest of the lower boundary gaphics of Ehh families. First

note that for the family Ehh4, it is the same as the family Sxhhl for the saddle
case, so by Theorern 5.5, family Ehh4 has finite cyclicity.

Before finishing the proof for both the lower boundary gaphics and intermediate graphics, we make the following remark:

Remark 6.18. System (3.10) is invariant under the transformation

so the families Ehh7 and Ehh8 con be obtained /rom the families Ehh5 and Ehh6,
families Ehhl f and Ehh12 con be obtained from the familaes Ehh9 und Ehhl O, we
will only need to deal with famalies Ehh5, Ehh6, Ehh9 and EhhlO as long as we do

not use Hypothesis 6.11: y' < 1.
Now we prove that

Theorem 6.19. For the families Ehh5,

*,

EhhlS a11 the lower boundary graph-

ics have finite cyclicit y.

PmoJ By Remark 6.18, we only oeed to prove that the lower boundary graphics
Ehh5q EhhGc, Ehh9c EhhlOe have finite cyclicity. For al1 these graphics, take sec-

tions TI and C3as defined in Notation 5.7, we are going to study the displacement
map defined on the section T I :

where

T is the transition map through the blown-up singularity,

is the transition

map dong the regular orbit. Similar to the graphic Ehplc, on the section ri, we

will use coordinates (v,c) with c E Zÿ.
We begin with the graphics Ehh9c and EhhlOe W.

(b) Graphic Ehhlûe

(a) Graphic Ehk19~

Figure 6.9: Lower boundary graphics Ehh9c and EhhlOe: Displacement maps

(1). Lower boundar graphics Ehh9c and EhhlOe
Taking sections

74,

CI,

C3 in the normal form coordinates (as defined in

Notation 5.7), the transition map

can be calculated by the decomposition

where

U

:7
1

-+ TA is the regular transition map dehed in Prop. 6.13, it has the

expression (6.55),

e4:~4 -t C4 is the second type Dulac map near P4,
R-' : C4 - + C3 is the inverse of the transition map R defined in (6.101).
Then a straightforward calculation gives

where r d = ~

~

-

+~O(uC,
[ ~ml - ~~)m]d,~= y
~ and m13(0) > 0.

For the gaphic EhhlOe, as shown in Fig. 6.9(b), take sections Cl and

C3

in the normal form coordinates in the neighborhood of the saddle-node, then the
second component Do(v,y)of the transition map

as

xo:Cl +z3can be written

-

Do(Y,y) = moo(~)d

where moo(0)is sufficiently small.
Take sections IIl and II3 as defined in Notation 5.7, then the transition map

TI can be factorized as

where
m

:7
1

-+

111 is the second type Dulac rnap near Piwhich satisfies Theo-

rem 4.14 with o = 01,

Tlo: II1 --+ Cland To3: C3 -+ i13 are Ck regular transition maps, they
have the forms of (6.38) and (6.37) respectively,
o A3 : II3 -t C3 is the first type Dulac map near P3 which satisfies Theo-

rem 4.11 with a = 03.

Then a straightforward calculation gives

Similar to the case of Ehplc, it is not difficult to ver@ that Vc E 5 and u > O
sufnciently small, there hoids F!(u,

c)

< O and f[(u, c) > O. Hence the displace-

ment map defined in (6.131) bas a t most h o roots, which gives Cycl(Ehhl0e)

< 2.

For the graphic EhhSc, as shown in Fig. 6.9(a), the map

has a similar

= 1.
expression as in the case of EhhlOe which can be obtained by letting moo(u)

So it h a cyclicity at most 2.

(a) Graphic Ehh5c

(b) Graphic Ehh6c

Figure 6.10: Lower boundary graphics Ehh5c and Ehh6c: Displacement maps
(2). Lower boundary graphics Ehh5c and Ehh6c

Since the graphics Ehh5c and Ehh6c pass through a saddle and a saddle node
respectively, the transition map

T may not be C2,and the graphics need a special

treatment.
Let us see Ehh5c f k t . As shown in Fig 6.10, in the normal form coordinates
in the neighborhood of the saddle point, take sections

-

Cl

= {Z = -xo) and

CJ= {i= yo),let X(jio) be the hyperbolicity ratio of the saddle point. Then for

the transition map

its second component

no(v,
i )can be written in the form of 5.46.

TaLe sections IIl and lï3 as dehed in Notation 5.7 in the normal form coor-

dinates, then the transition map TI has the following decomposition:

~ S = A ~ O ~ O E ~ O T ~ ~ O ~ ~
where
: rl

a

+ II1 is the second type Dulac map near Pi

which satisfies Theo-

rem 4.14 with a = al,
a

Tl, : n1 -t El and TO3:

+ n3 are Ck regular transition maps they

have the same expression as in (6.38) and (6.37) respectively,
0

AJ : II3 -t C3 is the first type Dulac map near f i which satisfies Theorem 4.11 with o = q.
Since the hyperbolicity ratio X can be > 1, = 1 and < 1, so for gaphic Ehh5c

we have to deal with three subcases:

(2.1). Case X(W) > 1
Let

where 4 =

Po

> O, ~ ~ ( =0O, )moJl(0) # O and 4o(v,yi)

second component

T2(4

C)

E

(Ir).Then the

can be written as

where ifi03i(0) > O and &3031is Ckand satiafies the property (6.22).
Consider the displacement defineci in (6.131). By (6.132) and (6.136),a f h t

derivation of L2(u,C) gives

[

-u"(~-~)In u mis

+ O(VP'~)
+ o~~(v, ul-c, w (rnrvl-c, p3))]

where q501 E (Io),
and Bl1,841fiatisQ the property (6.22), also

L;(v, c) has the same number of smdl roots as of

Since m13(0)# O, so L&

c) $ O, thus L&c)

= O has at most one small mot,

i.e., CyJ(Ehh5c) 5 1.
(2.2). Case X(po) < î

In this case, L;(v, c) has the same number of small roots as of

which has the same nurnber of small roots as of

Yet

Hence, L2(4c) = O has at most two small roots, therefore Cycl (EhhSc) < 2.

(2.3). Case A(jïo) = 1
In this case, for the second component

of

defined in (6.134), letting

and using the refhement of Rouss&e([Rû6]) for TO3
O &, then a straightforward
calculation &es

where am(O) = O, a22
(O) # O.
Then the first derivation of L2(4c) gives

where oill(u)= cril(l

- all)and &2

= am - al1 with ~ ~ ~# (0. 0 )

Denote

where the el and 64j will have the similar properties as the 011and Odl respectively.
Then the equation L;(v, c) = O has the same number of small roots as of

The number of roots of the equation
number of mots of

Let

Ln(v,c) = O is at most one plus the

where the term #*l'w(& aI1)
is positive and sufficiently large.
Therefore, L2(4C) = O has at most 3 small roots which gives Cycl(Ehh5c) 5

Now let us study the gaphic EhhGc. In the decomposition of f?, the second

- -

component of the transition map Z0 = (do,Do) satisfies

Still letting i be defined as in (6.142),also letting

then for %(v, c), we have (6.134)gives

Then a first derivation of L2(u,c) gives

which has the same number of smdl roots as

Therefore, L(v, c) = O has at most one s m d mot, Le., Cyd(Ehh6c)

< 1.

O

6.3.4

Intermediate graphics of the Ehh families

Now we study the cyclicity of intermediate graphics of the Ehh families.

Theorem 6.20. Under the generic assurnption, ail the intermediate hh-graphics
of elliptic type of the 12 families Ehhl, Ehh2,

Proof. Let

r

O ,

Ehhld have finite cyclicity.

be any of the intermediate hh-gaphics of elliptic type of the 12

families. Similar to the intermediate concave gaphics of saddle type, take sections

II3 and n4as defined in (5.22) in the normal form coordinates in the neighborhood
of P3 and P4respectively. Let

T : II3 +n,
(v, $3)

H ( p , T2(4

id)

be the transition map similar to the map defined in Prop. 5.11. Then by Prop. 5.1 1 ,

for each of the intermediate graphic in the 12 families, to prove their finite cyclicity,
we only need to verify that for v = 0, the corresponding transition map T with

g3) satisfies one of the conditions listed in Prop. 5.1 1.
second component Tz(O,
We are going to discuss the transition map Tz(O, &) in the chart F.R.on

r = O. Recall that in 53.1, we use the quasi-homogeneous cornpactification (3.15),

to study the singularities at infinity on r = O in the chart F.R.. So by (3.11) we

have

(2,u ) = (pl, y2),

which is precisely the same coordinates we use in the chaxt

P.R.2. Hence in the neighborhood of P3 and 9 in chart F.R. on r = O, we still
use the coordinates (pz, y*). By taking r3 = O and rr = O in the normal foms in

the neighborhood of P3 and 4 in Prop. 4.6, we obtain the normal forms in the
neighborhoods of P3 and PI in the chart F.R. on r = O. Near Pa,

and in the neighborhood of 9,we have

where if a #

a then na = 0.

Since we are only calculating the rnap T for v = O and in the chart F.R.,

r = v is invariant, so let Ti = (pi = po) (i = 3,4) be the two line sections in the
chart F.R. on r = O parametrized by yi. Then we are reduced to study the one
dimension transition map

T2(0,Q4)

;r 4

+r 3

or its inverse. We will verify that for each family, the corresponding map T2(0,
g4)
or its inverse satisfies one of the sufncient conditions listed in Prop. 5.11.
(1). F'amilies Ehhl, Ehh2 and Ehh3

We begin with the family Ehhl. Let 'I be any intermediate graphic of the
family Ehhl. Since the systems (6.151) and (6.152) exist globally, so the map T2
exists globally on

7r4

and not

only in the neighborhood of 1r4

n.'l We are going

g4) is either the identity or nonlinear. By Prop. 5.12, to prove
to prove that T2(0,
it suffices to prove that it is nonlinear at certain point on
the nonlinearity of T2,
7r3.

To do this, as shown in Fig. 6.11, we take line sections 7 4 = {g4 = -yo) and

= {b = -yo) in the normal fom coordinates and the sections 7 3 and TA are
chosen such that any intermediate graphic of the family intersects T . or inside
T3

the neighborhood of 9 (i = 3,4) respectively. Then over some subinterval of

7r4

the map T2can be factorized as

where as shown in Fig. 6.11(a), Si :7;. +q (i = 3,4) are the regular transition
maps in the normal form coordinates in the neighborhood offi and 9 respectively,

and

F2 : 71 + r 3

is the transition map which is in particular defined near the

lower boundary graphic Ehhlc.

We k t cdculate Ssand ST~.Due to the easy form of system (6.151), the
transition S3 can be directly calculated by integration, and
1
s3(0, f i ) = T [ - c +
~c263 hh]
P3

where Cland C2are positive constants. Let
by

v3,

v3

=

(6.154)

k, if we parametrize section q

then by (6.154), for the map S3, we have

Note that if we reverse the time in system (6.151) we get system (6.152), so if let
q =1
and parametrize q by 14,then we have
u4

By (6.156), the transition rnap S4 sends the points on section

in the positive

neighborhood of O to the points on the section 7r4 at infinity.

Remark 6.21. Although the normal form D only ualid in the neighborhood of fi
and P4,the s y s t e m (6.151) and (6.152) ezist globally.
Note thet if jia0 = O, then T2 is the identity since the systern is symrnetric. in

# O we now turn to the calculation of p2. As shown in Fig. 6.11(b),
there are two saddles Pl and P2 at infinity in the chart F.R. on t = O, so T2can
the case

be calculated by the following decomposition

Note that 8 is not necessarily valid in the neighborhood of rnr4, but we consider
it near the end point of the interval of definition of T2.For the components of

in (6.157), we have
r U2 and

are regular transition maps defined in Prop. 6.13 and Corol-

lary. 6.14. By (6.55) and (6.79), we have

A h by Prop. 6.13 and Corolary. 6.14, we have m42 # O since FiJo # O.

(a) Regular transition

(b) T2

Figure 6.11: Bansition map T for the intermediate graphic of family Ehhl

O

Dl and 4 are Dulac maps in the neighborhood of the infinite singular points

and

S2 is the second component of the transition map S defined in Prop. 6.1 and

satisfies (6.2).

It follows kom (6.157),(6.158), (6.159) and (6.2) that we have

0

Case al # 1:

where fi2 = *%(O) = *fi3() # O, and m42 = *m42 # O, dso t&(p4,w(p4,al))
is COoand satisfies I o .

Case al = 1:

So for both the cases al # 1 and 01 = 1, by (6.160) and (6.161), if p3 # O,
T2(0,p4) is noniinem in p4.

Now we show that the rnap T2(0,
gr) is nonlineax if

# O. Indeed, by

(6.153), we have

If T2(0,

a)is Iinear in g4, i.e., T2(0,g4) = b.4 (6 # O), then by (6.162) and (6.155),

we should have

which is a contradiction to (6.156) for al1 the cases of 03 and na.
Therefore, 2'30, Q4) is either the identity or nonlinear for g4 E R Thus for

both cases, the intermediate graphics of the family Ehhl have finite cyclicity.
Now we consider family Ehh3. As in Fig. 6.l2(a), we have a family of intermediate graphics Ehhtb, Ehh3c and Ehhtd. Note that Ehh3c is similar to the

graphic Ehh6c while Ehh2d is similar to the graphic EhhlOe. In Theorem 6.19,
we have proved

Ehhk and EhhlOe have finite cyclicity. Here instead of starting

from section T I , we consider the displacement map defined on section T* with image
on

7r2, we

conclude that Cyd(Ehh3c) 5 1 and Cycl(Ehh3d) 5 2. To study the

cyclicity of the gaphic EhhJb, we study the transition rnap Tzdefined on ni in
the neighborhood of the graphic Ehh3c.

(a) Family E h 3

(b) Faniily Ehh2

Figure 6.12: Transition rnap T for the intermediate graphics of Ehh2 and Ehh3
For Ehh3c, it p a s through a attracting saddle node. As shown in Fig. 6.12(a),
let T' i = {# = yo) and .i2= (5 = xo) be two sections in the neighborhood of the
saddle node. Then the corresponding transition map Tzcan be factorized as

where

Wl

+T4, a CCregular transition map

:YQ

Do : {g = yo) + (5 = xo) is the transition in the neighborhood of the

saddle node in the normal form coordinates. Then hl,
nl E N, we have

W2 : T2 +~ 1 1 2a Ckregular transition rnap

4 is the

Dulac map in the neighborhood of P2 and has the form of the

(6.159)
a

S3and

are regdar transition maps given in (6.155) and (6.158) respec-

t ively.

a)

Note that ij2 = Wz o Do O Wi(O, as the function of

id,
it satisfies (6.164)
we have !im T2(0,g4) = -00. Hence T2maps (O, co)
too, then by (6.163), for T2,
y440
to (-00, oo). Since T2(0,g4) is analytic and bijective, it has to be nonlinear in h,
therefore it is nonlinear for g4 E R+, thus any intermediate graphic Ehh3b has
finite cyclicity.
The finite cyclicity of farnily Ehh2 follows fiom Remark 6.18.
(2). Family Ehh4.

For the famiiy Ehh4, the lower boundary graphic passes through a hyperbolic
saddle, it has the same structure as the family Sxhhl of saddle type. The ooly
difference is that the value of a0 has a different sign, which does not influence the
proof. So, the family Ehh4 has finite cyclicity.

(3). Families Ehh9, EhhlO, Ehhll and Ehhl2
As remarked in Remark 6.18, we only need to consider the intermediate graphics for the famüy Ehh9 and EhhlO. We k t consider the f d y EhhlO with a
attracting saddle-node on its lower boundary(Fig. 6.13(b)). In Theorem 6.19(1),
we have proved that EhhlOe has ûnite cyclicity a t most 2. Now we study the transition map T2(O,i4)associateci with Ehhlûâ and prove that it is nonlinear. We

could have proved directly that Ehhlûd has cyclicity < 1,but the proof given here
will work with a very s m d modification for the intermediate graphics of Ehh9.

For the system in the neighborhood of the attracting saddle node, by a CL
normal form coordinate change, we bring the system into normal form. In the
normal form coordinates (Z,y), take sections

= {I = -xo) and T2 = { E = sol.

Then the central-transition map Do: FI +.T2 satisfies

where lim mo(p) = 0.
P24J-

As shown in Fig. 6.13(b), the corresponding transition map T2 c m be factorized as

where LI2, S . are regular transition maps dong the lower boundary gaphics which
are given in (6.156) and (6.1 58) respectively, Wl :

are regular transition maps, and Dl : TI

+~1

-+ fi and iV2 : :.il +

is the Dulac in the neighborhood

of Pl in the form of (6.159).

(a)

Ehh9b

(b) EhhlOd

Figure 6.13: Tkansition map T for the fandies Ehh9 and EhhlO

Then a straightforward calculation giws

Case al # 1:

where mo = *mo.
0

Case al = 1 (a = f):

where by (6.129), we have the saddle quantity q = *fia0# O since jiao # 0.
Let u4 = 1
we parametrize section
ù4

by

v4

and denote ?*(0, v4) = Tz (O, &).

We daim that the map F2(0,u4) is nonlinear in v4 in the neighborhood of u4 = 0.

Indeed, if not, then it is linear, i.e., T2(0,v4) = bv4 (b # O), then by (6.166) we
have

0

S4 =

Since 01 =

fi or depending on oi,

9,

03

= 2(1- 28) and Va E (O,)),

01

# 03, the above equations are

impossible.
Therefore T~(o,
pi4) i
s nonlinear in

Q

is nonlinear in Q4 for g4 suficiently large.

for

714

sufnciently s m d , Le.,

T2(O,

Tz(O,
gr) is analytic, thus Tz(O,g4) is

nonlinear for g4 E R Hence, aU the intemediate graphics in the family EhhlO

have h i t e cyclicity.

Now we turn to the faniily Ehh9. By Fig. 6.13(b), we see that this family of
intermediate graphics can be treated as the graphics of family EhhlO. It suffices
to take the central transition rnap

as identity (i.e.,

mo H 1)

(4). Families Ehh5, Ehh6, Ehh7 and Ehh8

(a) EhhSb

(b) Ehh6b

Figure 6.14: Traasition map T for the families Ehh5 and Ehh6
By Remark 6.18, we only need to study families Ehh5 and Ehh6. We first

consider fmily Ehh5. As shown in Fig. 6.14, the lower boundary graphic Ehh5c
passes through two saddle points.

One is at the infinity Pl, the other lies on the

invariant line i = O. We have a saddle connection.

In the normal form coordinates (5,i ) near the finite saddle, take sections
T~ = (5 = -4)
and

= {Y = yo}, let Âo : {f = -zO)

+ (i = vO) be the

Dulac map, then similar to the family EhhlO, the correspondhg transition map T2
can be factorized as (6.166). Then similar to the case of Ehh 2 we c m prove that

lim Tz(O, &) = O which means the map T2maps (-ml cm)to (O, a).Since T2is

g,+-w

bijective and analytic, it has to be nonlinear. Hence aii the intermediate graphics

Ehh5b have finite cyclicity.
For the family Ehh6, it has a attracting saddle node on the lower boundary

graphic. This is s i d a r to the family Ehh2.

Altogether, we have proved that al1 the intermediate gaphics of the Ehh type
have finite cyclicity.

CI

Chapter 7

Application of the main theorems
t o quadratic systems
Hilbert's 16th Problem ([Hl)Finding the mazimum nurnber H ( 2 ) und relative
positions of lirnit cycles of quadmtic vector fields.

For Hilbert's 16th problem, till now we only know that H(2)2 4. In [DRR94],
Dumortier, Rouasarie and Rousseau launched a program aiming at solving the
finiteness part of the Hilbert's 16th problem for quadratic vector fields. The paper listed al1 the 121 limit periodic sets surrounding the origin in a family of

quadiatic vector fields and reduced the finiteness problem for quadratic systems to
the proof that al1 of these graphics have finite cyclicity. Up to now, about 50 elementary graphics have been proved to have finite cyclicity. To finish the program,

it is absolutely essential to be able to prove the finite cyclicity of non-elementary
graphics. By the results of this work, we will be able to prove that more than 20
non-element ary graphics have finite cyclicity.

As an application of the main theorems to quadratic systems, in this thesis, we
only prove that some of the graphics through a triple nilpotent singdar point (listed
in Fig. 7.1) have finite cyclicity. More wili appear in a forthcoming publication.

Theorem 7.1. For quadmtic systenu, the grnphic~(If,), (fi,), (IA) and (Ik,)
have finite cyclicity

if the nzlpotent singular point b of wdimewion 3 (In the proof

th& condition ir dculoted ezplicitly).

(4 ( G b I

(4 ( G b )

(4 (Hal1 (Fia1
t

Figure 7.1: Some gaphics with triple nilpotent singularity for quadratic systems

Pmof. By [DRR94], the graphics (I:,) and (I&)O C C U ~in the family

where O < d2 < E I for (&) (resp.
and 4&J2

€1

< 62 < 2 q for (19,)) ,

=

- J2) > O

- (1 + X2)& < O . By cescaling we cm assume that €1 = 1. Then (7.1)

becomes

+

with A0 = (1 A*)&

-4X2 > O and A # O.

System (7.2) has an invariant parabola

To prove that the graphic (I:,) (resp. ( I i 2 ) ) has finite cyclicity, by Theorem 5.5 and Prop. 5.3 (resp. Theorem 6.10 and Remark 5.4), we only need to
prove that, for the quantity r*defined in (5.10), there holds y* # 1.

Indeed, dong the graphic (the invaxiant parabola (7.3)), we have

+

where A. = (1 X2)S2 - 4A2 > O and X # 0.
So, the graphics (I:,) and (Igb) have finite cyclicity if the nilpotent point
has codimension 3. We now calculate the codimension of the nilpotent singularity
point.

To study the tnple nilpotent singular point on the graphic (at infinity), we
introduce the coordinates (v, z ) = (,:

i).
Then we have

Similar to what we did in Theorem 2.3 for quaciratic systems, by a nearidentity transformation and rescaling, we bring system (7.5) into a "standardform"

where

- 1)) and
b

=

$, the
nilpotent elliptic point is of codimension 3, and for A # O and 62 E (0, l), if 62 # ),
b2 = 2. So for X f O and d2 E (1,2), if J2 #

Note that b = 2 f i

the nilpotent saddle point is of codimension 3. Then (I:,) has finite cyclicity if

6, #

3, (rib)has finite cyclicity if d2 # i.
For the graphics (Z:,)

and (I:,,), since A* = O and there exists an attracting

saàdle node on the invariant parabola, then R'(0) is very smdl. Thus ( I L ) has
finite cyclicity if 62 #

3; (I!,)

has finite cyclicity if 62 #

i.

Theorem 7.2. Cycl(H8) 5 2, The grophic (F&)h m finite cyclicity.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, the Eamily unfolding the triple nilpotent singularity for
quadratic systems can be written in the form of (2.28) or (2.29). For O c c <

2 d G , we have hemicycle (Hi)and a family of graphics (Fk).After the blowup of the family, take sections Cl and C2 as defined in Notation 5.7 in the normal

form coordinates. To prove that (Ht) and (Fta)have finite cyclicity, kst we study
the transition map

dong the equator. We are going to prove that the second component R2(0,g2) is

nonlinear in ÿ2.
(1). Normal forme and Dulac maps at idnity
As shown in Fig. 7.2, let P, be the saddle point at infinity in the direction of
ur) = (i,
f), we have
the positive x - mis. Using coordinates (G,

Hence Pr is a saddle point of hyperboîicity ratio or = k.For a E (O, $), we have
O

< or < 1. Dividing systern (7.8)

+

by 1 - a - cu, uf

- urr, (positive in the

Figure 7.2: The hemicycle (Hi)
neighborhood of Pr) and using a coordinate change of the form

w here
4&r)

=1-

&(%)

= --&%+O(uf)7

+O W )

then system (7.8) is Ckequivalent to the norrnalized systern

where if a E (0,1/2)\Q, 76 =O; if a E (0,1/2)nQ, o, = :, @,q) = l , p , q E N.

Take two sections Cr = {Zr = Zo) and IIr = {u, = u o ) in the normal form
coordinates. By [MouSO], for the Dulac map Dr, we have

where A,

> O constant, ais0 11, E

(Ir).

Similarly, at 8, the singular point at inhity in the direction of the negative

x-axis, if we use coordinates (21,ul) = (-

5, -5 ), then we have

+ - uizl,and by a coordinate change of the form

After dividing by 1 - a + hl u:

where

dii(u1) = 1 - &"l
4 2 ( ~ 1 )=&~l

+ O(":))
+ O($),

system (7.12) is Ckequivalent to the normalized system

where if o E (0,112)\ Q,yii = 0.

Take two sections IIi = {ul = uo), Cl = {Zi = Zo) in the normal f o m
coordinates. We have the Dulac map

where al = $ > 1, Al > O constant, also $l E (Ir).

( 2 ) . Decomposition of the rnap R2
For the transition map R defined in (?.?), the second component R2 can be
calculated by the decomposition

where

a

& : II,

-t

IIiis the transition map in the normal f o m coordinates dong

the equator and we can write

T, : Cz -t Cr and Ti : Ci + Cl are regular transition maps dong the
invariant line, they have the foms

Then a straightforward calculation from (7.1l), (7.15),(7.16), (7.17) and (7.18)
gives

where

pi = ~

~

(

1-1

1
A A~~> O Pconstant,
~ ~ a )= zmrwqK;
~ ~

1.

in order to prove that Il2(@) is nonlinear, it suffice to prove that

Ba2~I~:+k
SO,

po2 # O.

(3). Calculation of Ro> (O)
(3.1). Decompo~itionof the map &.
we introduce the coordinates (v, Y) = (

Now we prove that b2jk O. To do this,

j,g) and make the following decomposition

where

are the coordinate changes on ur = uo and ui = uo respectively and

are the coordinate changes between the charts. The map

& :II,

+rif is the

regular transition map in the coordinates (v, w ) , and sections become iï, = {v =

)'uo and IIi= {u = -&).

(3.2). Calculation of the transition rnap & Using coordinates (v, w ) , we have

system

Note that the w-axis is invariant, also with O < c < 2d=,
(a - l)v2

+ n, - 1 < O.

Hence & is a Cm rnap which can be written as

By Prop. 5.3, a straightforward calculation gives

and

where

there holds 6

IwZo=

Note that kl E (1,

i),so 2kl - 2 E (O,1).

Also

Therefore

Thus, by (7.26), we have

(3.3). & is nonlinear:

= 4(0)# O
It foilows from (7.20),(7.21),(7.22) and (7.24)that

w here

+

Since 2(k2 - kl) 1 = &a

1

E (-1, l), so

PM # O. i.e., the second component R2

of R hm the form in (7.19) with & # O. Note that ail steps of the proof of Theorem 6.3
work with this form of the transition in (?.lg), yielding Cyd(Hi)5 2. Eiirthermore, by
Prop. 5.12, the graphic (F&) has h i t e cyclicity.

O

Chapter 8

Conclusion
This thesis solves some important problems of finite cyclicity of graphics through
a nilpotent singularity of saddle or elliptic type. The methods developed here also

allow to prove that the cuspidal loop has finite cyclicity. We also set up some tools
whirh allow to expect to get solutions to several more problems in the near future:
1. Prove Conjecture 6.8 for the hp graphic

Solving this conjecture by a Ygeneralmethod" would allow to solve several

similar conjectures arising in the concave case of the saddle type.

2. Prove that the concave graphic of saddle type has finite cyclicity.
3. Study the finite cyclicity of the convex graphic through a nilpotent of codi-

a, which corresponds to b = O in (2.4) ).

mension 4 (the case a = -

The case when the saddle connection is fked is nearly done.
4. Prove that for quadratic systems, many graphics with a triple nilpotent sin-

gular point of saddle or elliptic type listed in the paper [DRR94] have finite
cyclicity.

In Ch.?,we have p

d several such graphics have b i t e cyclicity. More can

be done by similar calculations.
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